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ABSTRACT The variety of smart things connected to Internet hampers the possibility of having a stand-
alone solution for service-centric provisioning in the Internet of Things (IoT). The different features of smart
objects in processing capabilities, memory, and size make it difficult for final users to learn the installation
and usage of all these devices in collaboration with other IoT objects, hindering the user experience. In this
context, we propose a collaborationmechanism for IoT devices based on themulti-agent systemswithmobile
agents. This paper illustrates the current approach with smart cupboards for potentially tracking memory
losses. The user study revealed that users found working products of this approach usable, easy-to-learn
and useful, and they agreed that the current approach could provide a high quality of experience not only in
the specific case of service-centric IoT devices for tracking memory losses but also in other domains. The
learning capability by means of this approach was showed with significant reductions of reaction times
and number of errors over the first and second tests with the current approach. System response times
were appropriate for both continuous rendering and presenting the classification results. The usage of RAM
memory was also adequate for the common actual devices.

INDEX TERMS IoT, user experience, smart object, collaboration, smart cupboard.

I. INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) refers to a paradigm in which smart
objects are connected to Internet for providing several func-
tionalities embedded into objects commonly used [1]. Their
connection to Internet allows the smart objects to (1) coop-
erate among them for providing coordinated and intelligent
services [2], (2) provide remote control through Internet, and
(3) obtain real-time information captured by sensors and send
them through Internet.

IoT brings both smart cities and smart homes to life,
making intelligent global behaviors possible. In the case of

smart cities, vehicles could connect to the city for (a) finding
parking, (b) knowing real-time traffic situations, (c) being
warned of temporal danger situations (e.g. obstacle in roads),
and (d) knowing where to recharge their electric batteries [3].
Smart homes could (1) alert of emergency situations of elder
people to their caregivers, (2) regulate the heating according
to presence or common patterns of their inhabitants, and
(3) assist people with loss of memories in reminding item
locations, events or taking medicines. Smart appliances can
also provide functionalities such as remotely displaying the
content of the fridge to buy the most convenient food supplies
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when the user gets to the supermarket. Even users can plan
the cleaning of their house by controlling the cleaning robots
through Internet.

In the domain of health and well-being, smart wearable
sensors can also collect useful information of users such
as their heart rate, their heart rate variability, sugar levels,
and the body postures. This information can be useful for
example for asking users to slow down for unusual high heart
rates [4] or take insulin for inappropriate sugar levels.

Mobile agents are autonomous software entities that can
move from one device to another by following the rules of
the correspondingmulti-agent system (MAS) scenario. In this
way, the software can be transferred through different devices
to conform a distributed system.

In this context, the current work proposes to use mobile
applications for gamifying the learning experience of using
IoT, and benefit from appropriate collaboration among smart
IoT devices with mobile agents, illustrated with smart cup-
boards aimed at tracking memory losses.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
next section introduces the most relevant related work high-
lighting the gap of the literature covered by the current work.
Section III presents a process for improving quality of expe-
rience (QoE) of IoT services by means of collaboration of
smart devices. Section IV presents a case study for illustrating
the proposed process, showing the resulting app and the smart
cupboard as work products. Section V shows the experimen-
tation with users about this approach. Finally, section VI
mentions the conclusions and future research lines.

II. RELATED WORK
In the literature, several works have addressed the collabora-
tion of IoT smart devices. For example, [5] analyzed the com-
munication network standards in relation to the collaboration
of IoT devices, for improving the Quality of Service (QoS)
of IoT services. They analyzed the modus operandi of smart
objects in IoT ecosystems, and observed a high variety. They
proposed some QoS requirements to achieve collaboration in
IoT ecosystems. In addition, [6] highlighted the importance
of collection of data in IoT systems for collaboration. In par-
ticular, they proposed a mechanism for collecting data from
IoT devices without a trusted authority, keeping the individual
data but preserving their privacy, by ensuring that the source
IoT devices are unknown by the data collector when receiving
groups of data.

Moreover, [7] is the most relevant work concerning mobile
agents for the integration of IoT. This work focuses on how
to implement the migration of mobile agents in IoT and the
scalability of their approach. Their approach proposed to use
standard interfaces for allowing integration among different
IoT device types. However, they illustrated their approach
with smartphones rather exemplifying their approach with
different collaborative IoT smart objects, as the current work
does with smart cupboard prototypes.

Several research lines aim at improving QoE in IoT-based
services. For example, a research line focuses on providing an

easy and flexible way of interconnecting IoT devices. In this
line, [8] presented a service architecture for IoT interoperabil-
ity, and this architecture is based on a semantic gateway for a
standardized interchange of data.

The goal of another research line is to improve the effi-
ciency and scalability of IoT service. Reference [9] proposed
to improve the performance and scalability of IoT services by
interchanging information among IoT devices by means of
cloud computing. Their solution used the novel PaaS frame-
work that facilitated the development of efficient IoT-based
systems for providing domain-specific services.

Another line of works dealt with situation-awareness in
IoT services. [10] introduced an IoT service platform for
coordinating IoT services. This platform was based on the
event-driven service-oriented architecture (SOA) paradigm.
This work presented a situational event definition language
(SEDL) for defining the situational information of IoT
devices. They proposed an algorithm for coordinating situ-
ational event-driven services.

Moreover, [11] presented the installation of IoT services
in the Santander city. They mentioned that the involvement
of end users was useful for configuring appropriate testbeds
for evaluating IoT services. In addition, Compose [12] is
a framework for composing mobile applications that apply
cloud computing for managing IoT technology.

Furthermore, [13] developed a web in order to assess users’
experience (UX) of home appliances. The web provided
109 questionnaire items related to design elements and UX
design principles. They expected that proposed system to be
useful for designer of home appliance enterprises, especially
for enterprises that were not able to hire UX experts. Finally,
the authors highlighted the importance of UX in nowadays;
actually they mentioned that one of the well-known strategies
for achieving competitive edge inmarket was to provide supe-
rior UX by exploiting Information Technology (IT), the Inter-
net of Things (IoT), and Artificial Intelligence (AI).

In the context of gamification, [14] proposed a technique
to include UX principles in design of serious games. They
introduced the main components of UX, and proposed a
guideline for healthcare games and applications. They con-
ducted a review ofMedulla, a serious game in order to explain
brain structure and their function. At this review, the authors
explained how to perform a design keeping UX design strate-
gies in mind.

Nevertheless, none of these works proposed user-centered
design of mobile applications with gamification for actually
improving the QoE of end-users in learning the activities
related to IoT and improving the collaboration among IoT
devices.

III. TECHNIQUE FOR PROVIDING SERVICES
WITH COLLABORATION OF IoT
This work proposes to achieve collaboration of IoT by a dis-
tributed coordination protocol among IoT devices for achiev-
ing multi-configurable services. In particular, it is based
on the principles of edge computing but with transferable
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software following the paradigm of mobile agents from
MASs domain. In the proposed approach, each IoT device
provides the service of performing certain software-based
filtering and transmission of data from trusted sources. In this
way, if an IoT device receives the request with certain soft-
ware, it starts executing this software for filtering and sending
some summarized information to certain IoT device acting as
service manager (also referred as main host from this point
forward). In a high-level conceptualization, when an engineer
wants to install a new IoT service, it installs the software of
a MAS in one IoT device. This MAS has the possibility of
sending their mobile agents to different IoT devices. These
mobile agents are implemented with this transferable soft-
ware able to be executed in certain IoT device types. These
mobile agents apply filtering in different IoT devices, sending
only the relevant information back to the main MAS host.
This IoT device host collects this relevant information and
provides the service to the user based on the collaboration of
all the IoT devices achieved by a MAS with mobile agents.

This proposed mechanism is illustrated with the activity
diagram of Figure 1. Notice that this figure uses different
background colors for distinguishing whether activities are
performed by the main host IoT device (in green) or other
IoT devices (in blue). Notice that this diagram only provides
full details for one non-main collaborative IoT device, and all
the others (up to any number) use the same flow of activities,
so these flows are omitted for avoiding repetition in the
diagram. Notice that each IoT device is executed in parallel,
and uses edge computing by performing most computational
tasks in the edge (i.e. each IoT device). Only the summarized
relevant information is sent to the main host as commonly
done in edge computing. By relevant, we mean only the
minimum necessary information so the global processing
can be performed. Regarding the activity of providing type
of sensorized data, the IoT device can send different types
such as accelerometer data, door states (i.e. open/closed),
detection of human presence in a given spot, temperature
and images/videos taken from a camera. In this collaborative
environment, the transference of agent data involves to send
the agent source code as well as its attribute values, so the
agent can continue its execution in a different IoT device,
allowed and assisted by the corresponding host device.

In order to guarantee security in IoT services in the pro-
duction stage, we recommend that IoT devices use anti-virus
software to analyze the code of the received mobile agents for
avoiding executing malware. In addition, the permissions of
mobile agents should be limited to prevent certain kinds of
attacks such as the ones that involve rewriting the code of the
host device. In addition, this approach can apply the common
adaptive trust and reputation models about mobile agents
from the literature [15].

We also propose to improve UX in IoT services by devel-
oping ad-hoc 3D instructional games for the installation of
collaborative IoT services. Figure 2 presents the proposed
process of the current approach. Developers can follow this
process to obtain a mobile application specifically designed

FIGURE 1. Mechanism for collaboration of IoT with mobile agents
executed in the edge.

for guiding user in using an IoT service. This process is
based on a user-centered design. The first part of the process
is focused on both (a) designing an easy-to-use IoT service
and (b) determining the learning objects as the most relevant
aspects that users need to know for using the IoT service.

The goal of second part of the process is to design and
develop the game that guarantees that the user learns every
learning object when completing the game. This process part
incorporates the testing with the users, and the integration of
their feedback into the game-based app. After including the
feedback of each user, they test the app again until they are
completely satisfied.

This process may generally improve the UX in IoT ser-
vices, since users can generally like to learn the difficult parts
of the IoT services by game application.

This process recommends to use Unity 3D for developing
this kind of game, as commonly done in instructional game-
based applications [16]. Since Unity 3D is a multi-platform
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FIGURE 2. Process for developing tailored mobile applications for guiding
people in learning to use collaborative IoT services.

environment, the apps can be compiled for different platforms
such as Android and iOS.

Since in this generic process the IoT services can be very
different from each other, some restrictions and details must
be concreted for each IoT service. This work recommends
developers to indicate themost relevant agreements after each
activity of the presented process. The next section presents a
case study of applying this process, indicating the agreements
for each activity

IV. CASE STUDY ABOUT COLLABORATIVE
IoT SMART CUPBOARDS
In order to exemplify the current approach, we built a pro-
totype of collaborative smart cupboards that can apply the
current approach. All the smart cupboards have initially the
same software that can act as both as main host IoT device
of a service or as collaborative IoT device for providing
information to another host. Each smart cupboard can execute
amobile agent for the filtering of data from their door sensors,
if any mobile agent is hosted. Each smart cupboard can also
execute aMAS that distributes mobile agents. Potentially this
approach could be executed in any number of smart cupboard
with different distributions in a kitchen, and consequently this
approach could be potentially deployed in any kitchen.

We designed this smart cupboard as part of an AAL
project focused on detecting and tracking the symptoms of
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) patients. Figure 3 shows a proto-
type of this smart cupboard. This cupboard has sensors that
track whether the doors are opened or closed. Their purpose
is to assess whether the user opens the door more times than

necessary, by looking many times in different doors of the
same cupboard like looking for something that they forgot
where they have placed it.

In the design of an IoT service that tracks health indicators,
we selected an object commonly used daily by people that it
could track memory losses, which is one of the main symp-
toms of AD. We decided that a kitchen cupboard is common
in most houses, and people use it on a daily basis, since they
usually need food stored in these cupboards for cooking their
meals.

As people with memory losses usually forget whether they
have placed certain items, we assumed that they could also
forget whether they have placed the different food kinds in a
cupboard. When a person has forgotten where some food is,
they would normally check different cupboard doors check-
ing one after other very fast. Thus, we decided to monitor the
opening/closing of each door.

For this purpose, we installed door sensors in the cupboard
connected to a Raspberry PI 3 also attached to the cupboard.
This Raspberry is connected to power electricity, and con-
nects to Internet via WiFi. Figure 4 shows this part of the
smart cupboard.

The Raspberry collects the changes of states of the door
sensors from closed to open from the different doors. Nor-
mally, a person that properly rememberswhere the food is just
opens the doors they need and these openings are separated
in time. However, when people are looking for something,
they normally repeatedly open the doors until they find what
they need. A simple program can detect this pattern and allow
users to access a basic evaluation of their memory capabilities
based on whether these patterns have been detected.

In this smart cupboard, we have detected two aspects in
which users may find difficulties. First, as a low-cost solu-
tion, familiars and caregivers would need to install the door
sensors and the Raspberry PI with the appropriate software
on their cupboards. An app could be useful for teaching this
installation process. Second, another app could be useful for
instructing users in performing certain steps for the calibra-
tion of the smart cupboard with a game-like approach, where
users can play to remind items in the cupboard and try to find
these by opening the appropriate cupboard doors. In this case,
the user would be instructed to place certain food kinds in the
cupboard, and the app then would challenge them in finding
certain food kinds in the cupboard.

Smart cupboard prototype is formed, with regard to hard-
ware, by a Raspberry Pi (RP) 3 B+, a protoboard, several
jumper wires and a door sensor. RP owns CPU of 1.4 GHz
64-bit quad-core ARM v8, 1 GB RAM, 4 USB ports, inputs
and outputs video and audio, although we have to highlight
their GPIO Header (General Purpose Input/Output). The RP
owns 20 couples of pins in order to several reasons; in our
case, we have used theses pins in order to connect the RP and
the sensor door. The door sensor only needed two connec-
tions, one of them was to a pin ground and the remaining one
was to a pin available to user. 24 pins of the 40 of RP were
available in order to let the user use them as they wanted.
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FIGURE 3. A prototype of a collaborative IoT smart cupboard.

FIGURE 4. The Raspberry connected to the door sensor in the smart cupboard prototype.

In this prototype, to avoid weld electronic components we
have used a protoboard in order to connect door sensor to
RP by means of jumper wires. RP and other components
were fitted inside of cupboard with adhesive tape and screws.
Door sensor was composed of two parts, one of them was
at top of cupboard and the other part was pasted to door,
in ways that when cupboard has the door close, two parts of
sensor matched allowing close a circuit and emitting a type of
signal. Conversely, when a door was opened, the circuit was
interrupted and other type of signal was emitted.

Regarding to software, we have developed a script written
in Python programming language in order to receive door

sensor signals and management it. On the script, we have
imported GPIO library in order to receive signals from pins.
Therefore, we had to keep several features in mind; the first
was to establish which of two numeration systems of pins
were going to be used, which were BCM and BOARD.
In BOARD system, the numeration of pins was based in the
physical order of pins on board, it meant from 1 to 40. The
BCM system used a certain number of GPIO proposed by
RP documentation, this last system was used at our script.
Other thing to keep in mind was to set up a certain pin as
input pin, logically the chosen pin was the pin that allowed to
connect RP and the door sensor. Finally, through an infinite
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loop, the system kept listening any change in door sensor; if
the door of smart cupboard was opened or closed, the infinite
loop managed a certain signal and performed consequently.

The tracking of memory losses and the notification to the
user is performed following the dataflow diagram of Figure 5.
Our system is always in execution, due to this fact, the sensors
are always to await who anybody open the door. When a user
opens the door, the system immediately saves the date and
hour of this event. The saved time is obtained in order to

FIGURE 5. Dataflow diagram for tracking memory losses in users by
means of the smart cupboard.

calculate the elapsed time from the last time a user opened
the door of smart cupboard. If the elapsed time is below a
certain threshold, the system increases the consecutive open-
ing counter. Independently of elapsed time, the system always
adds a unit to the total opening counter. These counters allow
the program to calculate the ratio opening of user, whose
function aims at determining whether this user has a common
symptom of AD. Once total opening counter is increased,
the threshold opening is assessed, this threshold indicates
which is minimum times that a user needs to open the door to
carry out ratio a memory assessment, i.e. if threshold opening
is 100, this mean that each 100 times that user opens the
door of smart cupboard, it diagnoses whether user could
have AD symptoms. In case there are symptoms, the user
is notified. Otherwise, threshold opening is rebooted and the
system keeps going on. This initial smart cupboard prototype
provides feedback through the screen of laptop so the user
can read messages. However, we are considering other ways
such as a text message to mobile phone or device, develop
an application that can receive alerts, website, or maybe we
could add to smart cupboard a LCD screen so users could
read messages. In order to instruct the mechanism of learning
in IoT devices with a game-base app, we used a prototype
app for the experiments.

V. EXPERIMENTATION
A. PARTICIPANTS
We recruited 20 people for participating in this user study.
Theywere 27.85 years old in average (SD= 5.66) and studied
15.65 years in average (SD = 3.54). Among the participants,
only 30% were studying or working in computer science
field. 65% of participants were male. Participants did the test
voluntarily without getting paid. Participants were familiar
with mobile devices, and did not have any experience with
meditation poses.

B. PROCEDURE
In this experimentation, we followed the same procedure with
each participant. The experimenter introduced the IoT to each
participant through a briefly explication about these topics.
The experimented introduced the presented prototypes to the
user. The experimenter told each participant that two learning
objects would appear on the application and they will have
10 seconds for memorizing each of them. In order to avoid
the influence of the learning effect among between different
learning objects with images, we counterbalanced the order
of experimenting these. Once a participant has memorized
an image, the experimenter asked them to replicate this with
the app by controlling an avatar. Since one of the goals of
this study was to assess the usability, the experimenter did
not provide any instruction about how to control the avatar,
avoidingmentioningwords such as ‘‘touch’’, ‘‘drag’’, ‘‘hold’’
and ‘‘finger’’. Conversely, the phrase for asking the user to
use the app to replicate the posture was literally ‘‘Please, now
replicate this image with the application’’. Our hypothesis
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TABLE 1. Questionnaire for evaluating the proposed Service-centric IoT
approach.

was that if the application was sufficiently easy to use and
intuitive, they would have no problem in learning how to use
it and using it.

The experimenter asked each participant to retry each
learning object until representing it successfully. The
app gave feedback by hints so the user knows what aspects
were wrong in the response.

We repeated this task of successfully representing both
poses three times with each participant, referring to the rep-
resentation of each learning object as tests 1 to 6 in chrono-
logical order.

During the test, we measured the reaction time and the
number of trials for successfully representing each image.
Finally, after the task ended, each participant was asked
to reply the validated System Usability Scale (SUS) [17]
scale and the ease of learning and satisfaction dimensions
of Usefulness, Satisfaction, and Ease of use questionnaire
(USE) [18]. In addition, the experimenter asked a question-
naire about our IoT approach. We defined the questions of
this questionnaire for this experimentation. Table 1 shows the
questions, and these are replied in a seven-point Likert scale
from not at all (1) to very much (7).

Moreover, we measured the performance of the system
by measuring the update response time per frame. These
measures focused on the inverse kinematics calculation and
its rendering. We also measured the time that the system took
for the automatic pose classification. We also measured the
memory resources used by the system.

C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
All the participants successfully completed the tasks of this
experiment. Figure 6 shows the average results of SUS and
USE tests. The exact value of SUS test was 75.75% in aver-
age. This result revealed the high usability of the app, and
consequently the app was probably properly designed from a
usability viewpoint. In addition, the experimenter appreciated
that none of the participants had problem in deducing how to
use their own finger to drag the parts of the avatar. Maybe,
users without enough patience or without continuous contact

FIGURE 6. Results of USE and SUS tests.

with mobile devices did not consider the application ease-of-
use, and due to this fact we did not obtain higher results in
SUS test.

Regarding to USE test, from its four independently vali-
dated dimensions, we only used the dimensions of ease of
learning and satisfaction. The mean result of USE-Ease of
learning test was 88.54%. Thus, the app and the smart IoT
object were easy to learn according to this validated scale.
Regarding the exact value of USE-Satisfaction was 61.43%
on average. This dimension was the least ranked probably
because most participants were not interested in meditation
poses.

FIGURE 7. Results of the questionnaire designed for the proposed
service-centric IoT approach.

Figure 7 shows the average result for each question of our
service-centric IoT test. It is worth highlighting that all ques-
tions obtained a rank above 65%. Thus, all research utilities of
the current approach can be considered as promising. The first
question obtained 67.5% on average (SD = 1.46), and all the
other values obtained results of 72.50% or above. This lower
value on the first question may be explained because partic-
ipants were not familiarized with this kind of IoT learning
objects, and consequently may not understood the relevance
of meditation compared to other research lines. Considering
all the results, we can conclude that participants thought that
this type of application could be used for different purposes
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FIGURE 8. Comparison of reaction times between tests 1 to 6 considering
age.

in the context of service-centric IoT. Since these questions
considered IoT topic, the results advocate that the proposed
approachmay be suitable for introducing IoT objects to users.
The second question is highlighted because it had the highest
score, concretely 76.67% in average (SD = 1.39). Thus,
a high amount of users considered that the proposed approach
could be useful for instructing users in placing sensors for an
IoT system.

Figure 8 exposes a dispersion graph about the relation of
reaction time and age comparing the results of tests 1 to 6. The
reader can notice that for each participant the first test gener-
ally took more time than the other tests. This fact advocates
that the app was useful for learning similar IoT objects, since
after representing one learning object the user improved the
time for successfully adopting the same learning object or a
similar one. In order to further assess this fact, we performed
the paired t-test statistical test between the reaction times
of each pair of consecutive tests using the data from all the
participants. Figure 9 presents the results of these paired
t-test. The differences between tests 1 and 2 were significant
with a significance level of 0.015 and a t statistic of 2.609.
Most of other pairs of consecutive tests were non-significant
except between tests 4 and 5. The reason might be that with
four tests, the effects of learning the app and the specific
posture are shown together. In the statistics related with these

paired t-tests in Figure 10, one can observe that between the
test 1 and test 2, the average time decreased from 96.50 s to
54.20 s. The reduction between test 4 and test 5 was from
45.90 s to 29.75 s.

The reader can also notice that reaction time was slightly
dependent on age because the difference between partici-
pants with 35 - 40 years old and the other ones was not
very different. Perhaps, if we had participants with range
between 40 - 60 years old, the difference would be more
notorious. At this point, we can affirm that at a higher age
of the user the reaction time was slightly greater. In order
to statistically assess whether this relation was significant,
we conducted two different correlation tests, considering the
results of the last user test. Figure 11 presents the results of the
Pearson correlation test, and Figure 12 indicates the results
of Spearman’s Rho. Both correlation tests did not detect any
significant correlation. Although memory is usually related
age, this experiment may not have a sample enough large to
detect this correlation as significant.

Figure 13 exposes another dispersion graph that relates
reaction time and the number of education years of each
participant. One can observe an outlier case with 350 s, but
others had certain regularity. By observation, we did not
appreciate any pattern, and consequently we cannot affirm
that reaction time was dependent on participant’s education.
Notice that all people of the sample were used to mobile
devices regardless their number of education years.

Figure 14 exposes a dispersion graph that compares the
number of trials for successfully representing each pose
between tests 1 to 6, considering age. In this graph, one
can observe that the most results were in range 1-2 trials.
Nevertheless, we can highlight users between 35 - 40 years
old generally needed 2 trials or more. This fact shows a
possible direct dependency between number of trials and age,
in which the older a person is, usually the greater number of
trials is.

Moreover, we performed paired t-tests to evaluate the
learning process with this app by comparing the number of
trials from each pair of consecutive tests in tests 1 to 6.
Figure 15 shows the results of the paired t-test. In this case,
the difference between tests 1 and 2 was significant with a
significance level of 0.016, while all the other consecutive

FIGURE 9. Paired t-test results about reaction times in consecutive user tests.
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FIGURE 10. Statistics of reaction times about the paired t-test.

FIGURE 11. Pearson test about the correlation of reaction time and age.

pairs were no significant. Figure 16 shows that number of
trials decreased from 2.85 to 1.75 from test 1 to test 2. This
reveals that the user probably significantly learned the objects
and to represent these in the first test.

Figure 17 shows another dispersion graph that relates the
number of trials with the number of education years. In a
similar way to the aforementioned case, the number of trials
ranged between 1 and 2 trials, but in this case the relation was
clearer than in the previous case. The reader can notice that
the number of trials usually decreased when the education
increased. In other words, users with higher levels of study
were more familiarized with being evaluated and probably
learned better from the constructive feedback. Hence, people
with low levels of educationmay needmore trials for learning
from this type of applications.

Up to this point, a feature common among all dispersion
graphs is the progressive learning of all participants. The
reaction time and number of trials were significantly reduced
from the first pose representation to the next one. The reaction
time and the number of trials were generally lower in each
test, and consequently most people used to mobile devices
will probably be able to adequately use the current app and
similar ones without almost any problem.

Figure 18 exposes the system computing response time for
updating the 3D virtual avatar representation for each frame.
Concretely, we have measured the time that the app needed

FIGURE 12. Spearman’s rho about the correlation of reaction time and
age.

FIGURE 13. Reaction time considering the number of education years.

FIGURE 14. Comparison of number of trials for tests 1 to 6, considering
age.

to recalculate avatar’s position and rendering it. Since the
avatar’s body parts were connected through joints, when the
user dragged a body part, then some of the other body parts
also moved like in real life. The app achieved this natu-
ral movement by means of inverse kinematics. The system
response time was measured while a participant was try-
ing to represent a learning object. The time was measured
1300 times. The reader can notice that in most cases this time
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FIGURE 15. Paired t-test for comparing the number of trials between consecutive pairs in tests 1 to 6.

FIGURE 16. Statistics about paired t-test concerning number of trials.

FIGURE 17. Number of trials vs education.

was not greater than 0.0001 s. These time periods matched
with the moments in which the participant was either not
doing anything or thinking about what part to move. Cer-
tain peaks appeared in the graph and they matched with the
moments that the participant was moving certain joint. In this
time periods, the app was calculating each angle, torque and
orientation of selected joint and at the same was calculating
inverse kinematics for all the other connected body parts. For
instance, when the participant moved one of the avatar’s part,

FIGURE 18. Performance about avatar’s position.

the app calculated the aforementioned parameters for the cor-
responding part and other connected joints such as the knee.
Finally, our avatar did not have constraints on their joints.
On the one hand, the amount of operations was lesser so oper-
ation time was also lower. On the other hand, the avatar was
able to adopt very hard and unnatural postures, such as the
ones in which both feet were above their head. In summary,
the system response times were low enough so users could
perceive the drag-and-drop operations as real-time.

FIGURE 19. Performance of the automatic classification of the system.

Figure 19 depicts the times that the system needed to deter-
mine whether an avatar’s posture was correct. This operation
needed to perform certain classification tasks over certain
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FIGURE 20. Evaluation of RAM memory usage with unity profiler tool.

aspects of the learning object. We decided to analyze this
time since this operation had one of the highest computational
costs. Once the user pressed the ’done’ button, the app eval-
uated the posture. This operation was more or lesser costly
regarding the joint positions. We have obtained this graph by
means of several trials. We performed 20 trials, 10 with one
learning object and 10 with another. Each try was random,
meaning that in each trial the avatar could be with all their
extremities crossed among them or even the avatar could
be well positioned. Regardless the posture, the classification
time was always measured. Most of the results were in the
range between 0.03 and 0.05 s, with an average of 0.0423 s
(SD = 0.0049). Like in the previous case, we consider this
response time as appropriate, because it was lower than the
common minimum time noticeable by humans (i.e. 0.2 s).
This graph shows that there were no big differences between
the two learning objects, although one of them needed slightly
lower time in most cases.

Since the app was made with Unity, we used its com-
mon performance-evaluation tool. Specifically, its embedded
Profiler tool showed the amount of used RAM memory.
Figure 20 shows the used RAM memory during a normal
use of the application. The reader can notice that the total
used memory (top green line) was cyclical or their behav-
ior had a recursive pattern, and the total memory did not
exceed 250 MB. We highlight that RAM memory was used
to calculate operations, save textures and so on. Positions of
mesh’s vertex, color of each triangle of avatar or texturing
mapping was duty of graphic card, and the management of
these resources depended on the graphic card type. Since
common devices has greater RAM storage (e.g. between
1.5 GB and 16 GB), we consider this result as promising
because the app could be executed in most actual devices.

VI. CONCLUSION
This article has proposed a technique for providing collab-
oration of IoT devices. This technique has been illustrated
with the development of collaborative smart cupboards con-
nected to Internet. A user study revealed the potential of
this approach for improving the QoE of IoT-based services.
The users reported high levels of usability, ease of learning
and satisfaction with this approach. An ad-hoc questionnaire
showed that users thought that the proposed approach could

be useful in different contexts of IoT services. The perfor-
mance of the system was appropriate for the continuous
calculations, rendering per frame and classification in terms
of response times. The usage of RAM memory was also
adequate considering the common actual devices.

In the future, we plan to design a more complete and
elaborated AAL system for assisting AD carriers, integrating
the smart cupboardwith other smart objects of different types.
The AAL system will be deployed by installing a kit of low-
cost IoT devices.Wewill develop an instructional app follow-
ing the proposed approach to guide caregivers and familiars in
installing and using the IoT smart objects of the AAL system.
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Abstract: Sensor systems for the Internet of Things (IoT) make it possible to continuously monitor
people, gathering information without any extra effort from them. Thus, the IoT can be very helpful in
the context of early disease detection, which can improve peoples’ quality of life by applying the right
treatment and measures at an early stage. This paper presents a new use of IoT sensor systems—we
present a novel three-door smart cupboard that can measure the memory of a user, aiming at detecting
potential memory losses. The smart cupboard has three sensors connected to a Raspberry Pi, whose
aim is to detect which doors are opened. Inside of the Raspberry Pi, a Python script detects the
openings of the doors, and classifies the events between attempts of finding something without
success and the events of actually finding it, in order to measure the user’s memory concerning the
objects’ locations (among the three compartments of the smart cupboard). The smart cupboard was
assessed with 23 different users in a controlled environment. This smart cupboard was powered
by an external battery. The memory assessments of the smart cupboard were compared with a
validated test of memory assessment about face–name associations and a self-reported test about
self-perceived memory. We found a significant correlation between the smart cupboard results and
both memory measurement methods. Thus, we conclude that the proposed novel smart cupboard
successfully measured memory.

Keywords: IoT; memory loss; e-healthcare; Alzheimer’s; door sensors

1. Introduction

Dementia is the progressive loss of cognitive functions due to brain damage or disorder.
Among dementia types, one of the most well-known and widespread diseases is Alzheimer’s disease,
and the number of people who will suffer from this disease is estimated to reach 131.5 million by
2050 [1]. This disease hampers daily life activities such as recognizing faces and remembering names,
places, and positions [2]. Potentially 131.5 million people could put themselves at risk if they start
developing these symptoms without the proper cautionary measures and palliative treatments.

There is no cure for Alzheimer’s disease, but there are palliative treatments. Some of these are
medicines, but none of them has been proven to stop the progression of this disease [3]. Other examples
are psychosocial interventions, and these involve stimulation-oriented treatments with art, music,
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animals, or other recreational activities; however, the efficacy of these treatments remains uncertain [4].
The last of the palliative treatments is caregiving, which is probably the safest one, but it has a great
impact in health economics for the necessary resources—mainly caregivers, but also measurement of
the state of the disease for suitable caregiving, tagging items in houses, and the maintenance of feeding
tubes in the case of eating problems.

On the other hand, the literature claims that Alzheimer’s disease represents the main cause of
neurodegenerative dementia in the population aged over 60 years old, with an estimated prevalence
of 5–7% [5]. People increase the probability of starting to suffer from Alzheimer’s disease when
getting older without noticing. If anyone suffers from Alzheimer’s disease, they need to receive some
treatment—the sooner the better.

At present, most people live surrounded by technology, including Internet of Things (IoT) sensor
objects that can collect, pre-process, and analyze continuous streams of data (e.g., weather, traffic,
finance, and health data). One of the most common goals of the IoT is to enhance the quality of life.
IoT technology can track the interactions between quotidian objects and persons, or even among
objects, contributing to the digitalization of the physical world. Another goal of the IoT is to connect
and synchronize traditional utensils through the Internet in order to deliver a service more efficiently.
In this way, all elements that used to connect in a close circuit are now connected through a network,
increasing their utility [6]. IoT sensor systems now allow the connection of physical objects so that
remote services can be provided through the Internet by analyzing the data from these sensors.
Thus, once the hardware of the IoT sensors is installed, programmers can provide new functionalities
by developing new software based on different analyses.

In this paper we present a novel sensors system based on the IoT aimed at detecting memory
losses for the early detection of some neurodegenerative diseases, by continuously assessing the
memory of the user and notifying them when appropriate. Among other features of the system, we can
highlight that this measurement method does not require any additional effort from the user, and is
continuous. Users only need to go about their daily routine. The sensors system was installed in a
cupboard, converting it into an IoT smart cupboard (SC). We used a normal cupboard, such as one that
most readers could find at their home or in their kitchen. The SC had some door sensors connected to
a Raspberry Pi, programmed to analyze the signals and measure the memory.

The main contribution of the current work over the related works of other authors is its
presentation of a low-cost solution that can monitor users in their daily lives for measuring memory
with the potential of detecting diseases with memory impairments, without needing qualified staff.
In addition, the mechanism is novel, as this is the first work that presents a novel SC for this purpose,
and is based on magnetic door sensors with very low prices. This work extends our previous work
about IoT collaboration exemplified with a SC prototype [7]. The contribution of the current work over
the previous one lies in the use of a more advanced three-door SC prototype that measures memory.
This wa proved with experimental results obtained from 23 participants in which the SC measurements
correlated with a validated memory test and another test about self-perceived memory.

The current work is organized as follows. The next section reviews the existing related works
considering the common technologies in this field. Section 3 describes the design of the proposed SC
to assess memory and all its features. Section 4 describes the conducted experiments and the user tests
for validating the system. Section 5 presents the main results. Finally, Section 6 discusses the results,
draws conclusions, and depicts some future lines of research.

2. Related Work

The research community is actively involved in the topic of this work due to the consequences
of memory losses on the wellbeing of patients and their social environments. The goal is to reduce
their economic impact on the society due to treatment costs. IoT technology allows the interconnection
of small low-cost devices practically anywhere. These devices can monitor health indicators and the
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behaviors of people. There are many works and projects on this topic, and this section introduces the
most relevant ones.

Some projects present solutions involving Alzheimer’s disease and Raspberry Pi. For instance,
Nonavinakere et al. [8] developed a system that recognizes a person’s face and tells the user the name
of that person and the relationship they have with them. The tool was developed thinking about users
with Alzheimer’s disease. The system was tested using three different platforms; one of them was a
Raspberry Pi 3, and although it was not the fastest platform, it was the most accurate, since it was able
to detect a person within certain limits. Crema et al. [9] proposed an embedded platform-based system
for early detection of Alzheimer’s disease through transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). TMS is a
non-invasive way to stimulate the cerebral cortex in order to address Alzheimer’s disease. This system
was formed by a magnetic stimulus generator, an electric stimulus generator, a field-programmable
gate array, and a Raspberry Pi. The goal was to introduce an alternative technique that supported
the early detection of Alzheimer’s with reduced costs, and provided results that were suitable for
medical interpretation. Narendiran et al. [10] developed a cognitive assistance system for smart
homes. The main aims of the project were (a) to simulate the progression of Alzheimer’s-type
dementia by evaluating performance in the execution of an activity of daily living and (b) to provide
support for impaired people who need help in daily activities such as preparing a cup of coffee.
The system used a camera connected to Raspberry Pi. The camera provided live images to the
Raspberry, whose contents were the patient inside the home environment. While the Raspberry was
receiving images, it assessed the performance of a task and provided feedback to the patient about
their performance. For instance, when a patient forgot some step of some task, the system reminded
the patient about this step. Ishii et al. [11] designed an early-detection system for dementia using
the Machine-to-Machine (M2M)/IoT platform. The system was formed by sound sensors, motion
sensors, pressure sensors, an Arduino board per sensor, a Raspberry Pi board, an M2M server, and the
corresponding analysis software. The authors assessed several activities and behaviors of a person
inside their home. Several sensors were set up in the home environment, including outdoors near the
home and inside some rooms (e.g., bedrooms, bathrooms). Each Arduino board connected to a sensor
sent information to the Raspberry Pi. This had two functions; the first was to send information to the
M2M server, and the second was to analyze the collected information through the analysis software
in order to determine early symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease. It is worth highlighting the mixed
use of Arduino and Raspberry Pi boards. Kristalina et al. [12] kept in mind one of consequences of
memory impairment, which is that a certain person can forget where they are. In order to address
this handicap, they developed a system that involved a Raspberry Pi and an iBeacon. This was a
tracking system for patients with memory impairment. Each patient carried an iBeacon device that
was responsible for sending the ID and signal strength to the Raspberry Pi and then to the server in
order to convert the information to a distance. Due to the amount of noise, it was possible that the
obtained distance data did not match with current patient position, so the authors applied the Kalman
method in order to estimate the distance between devices. This system was assessed at the Dr. M.
Soewandhie hospital, and their tests showed an average percentage measurement error of 7.01% in the
actual patient position. Chavan and Chavan [13] proposed a novel system for fall detection in elderly
people. They benefited from the new features of Raspberry Pi 3 with respect to the previous version
(i.e., Wi-Fi connection) for the creation of a new system with wearables. The system was formed by a
laptop, a Raspberry Pi 3, accelerometers, a heart rate sensor, and a temperature sensor. The sensors
sent information to the Raspberry, and this determined if there had been a fall. If so, a text message
was sent to a mobile device. Paul et al. [14] described a low-cost system for monitoring patients, which
was formed by several sensors, a Raspberry Pi, a database, and an application. The system’s aim was
to collect patient data (e.g., electrocardiogram signal, blood pressure signal, heart rate signal, blood
oxygenation, temperature) in order to send them to the patient’s doctor. The system was set up in
Bangladesh with success.
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Although they do not make use of a Raspberry Pi, the following projects addressed Alzheimer’s
disease with other IoT elements. Chong et al. [15] proposed a system in order to predict a potential
Alzheimer’s medical condition. They used a room with movement sensors inside it and analyzed
the data obtained from 20 elderly persons by means of five sensors over the course of six months.
The results provided three key factors in order to perform a prediction: excess activity levels, sleeping
patterns, and repetitive actions. These factors were useful for predicting the early warning signs
of Alzheimer’s, and allowed the authors to provide recommendations to caregivers based on the
prediction analyses. Navarro et al. [16] developed a fuzzy adaptive cognitive stimulation therapy
generation system for Alzheimer’s patients. The aim of the system was to reduce the cognitive
burden of care workers and therapists. The system assessed patient behavior through several activities
and even through their voice tone and their phrases. This system used the Mente Activa software,
whose aim was to provide computer-assisted cognitive therapy. The authors demonstrated the
enhancement of patients with the experiments with their system. Finally, Roopaei and Jane [2] focused
on another aspect related to memory loss, which was the ability to recognize familiar faces. The authors
developed a platform to support patients who suffered from face perception impairment with an
assistive intelligence device. The system included an algorithm that recognized a face among entries
in a face dataset. The algorithm used deep learning to recognize patterns in faces and match them.
Regarding IoT, the authors proposed to use glasses in order to let the user know who was in front of
them as well as their relationship.

Table 1 depicts the main differences and similarities of the current work with the most related
ones. As one can observe, the current work is the only one that has all the following four features at
the same time: (a) it does not need qualified staff, and hence anybody can use it without previous
experience; (b) it has the potential to measure memory by just analyzing the daily activities of users;
(c) it is a low-cost solution for monitoring; and (d) it can detect symptoms of memory disease in early
stages. The most similar work is the one by Ishii et al. [11], as it also has the potential to measure
memory and conduct the early detection of memory-impairment related diseases by analyzing daily
activities without requiring qualified staff. Even though, the current work has all these features, it is
also low cost, thanks to the novel mechanism based on a SC with very low-cost magnetic door sensors.

Considering all the related works presented in this section, we also noticed a gap in the literature
about using pieces of IoT-enabled furniture for monitoring the memory of users for the early detection
of memory-impairment diseases. The current approach covers this gap in the literature by presenting
an IoT SC, built with low-cost magnetic door sensors, introduced in the next section.
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Table 1. Comparison between the current work and the most closely related ones.

Question Current
Approach

Nonavinakere
et al. [8]

Crema
et al. [9]

Narendiran
et al. [10]

Ishii
et al. [11]

Paul
et al. [14]

Does this work use IoT? 3 - - - 3

Does this work use
Raspberry Pi?

3 3 3 3 3 3

Does this work present a
low-cost solution for health
monitoring?

3 3 - - - 3

Does this system use
wearable devices?

- 3 3 - - 3

Can this solution be applied
without qualified staff?

3 - - - 3

Does this solution measure
memory?

3 - - - 3

Does this solution measure
cardiac measures? (heart rate,
heart rate variability)

- - - - - 3

Does this solution measure
temperature?

- - - - - 3

Does this solution have
the potential to measure
any health indicator by just
analyzing the daily activities
of users?

3 - - 3 3 3

Does this solution have the
potential to measure memory
by just analyzing the daily
activities of users?

3 - - 3 3

Could this solution help to
detect memory-impairment
diseases at an early stage?

3 - 3 3 3

3. Smart Cupboard for Assessing Memory

In Figure 1, the reader can observe a picture that depicts the overall experiment described in
this paper. This paper also presents the design of the SC, the assessment method of the SC, and the
experimentation with users. The core of the system is formed by a Raspberry Pi model 3 B+, with CPU
1.4 GHz 64-bit quad-core ARMv8, 1 GB Memory (SDRAM) (shared with GPU), 17x GPIO and HAT ID
bus, 5 V through MicroUSB or a GPIO header. A lithium-ion battery accompanies the Raspberry Pi,
which facilitated the setting up of the system inside the cupboard for the experiments, since a wire
connected to power was not necessary. This provided the possibility of installing the sensors system in
a cupboard without needing a nearby socket. The autonomy of the battery was 9 h, and we considered
that this was enough to assess our system in controlled environments with users. The SC also had
magnetic door sensors. The cupboard selection was made based on certain features. The requirements
that the furniture must have according to our controlled experiments were (a) to be placed in a
kitchen, (b) to have three compartments of the same size (to avoid memory techniques based on the
size of objects and compartments), and (c) that each compartment could hold 5 to 10 items without
overlapping (to facilitate the acquisition phase based on observation). We used an Excellway MC-38
wired magnetic alarm system door window sensor switch with screw provided by Banggood. Figure 2
shows this magnetic door sensor. Each sensor was composed of two parts; one was attached to the
cupboard structure and connected to the Raspberry Pi, and the other was attached to the door, such
that both parts were together when the door was closed and apart when it was open. Each sensor
closed the circuit when both parts were together (or very near to each other). For our system, we used
three pairs of sensors and these were set up in the three doors of the cupboard. A protoboard and
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jumper wires were used to connect the Raspberry Pi and door sensors, and the schematic design is
presented in Section 3.1. We wrote a Python script in order to manage the proposed SC. The script
assessed the memory of users based on the analysis of the signals of door sensors, with the algorithm
described in Section 3.2.

Figure 1. Overview of the smart cupboard and the experiments.

Figure 2. Door sensor.

3.1. Schematic Design of the Smart Cupboard

The door sensors and the Raspberry Pi were connected through jumper wires and a protoboard,
and this section explains in detail how these elements were connected. The Raspberry Pi had a pin
series placed on a side of the board, called GPIOs (general-purpose inputs/outputs). They performed
multiple input/output operations for different purposes. The Raspberry Pi model used in this work
had 40 pins. Figure 3 depicts the schematic design of the SC, indicating the used pins. This schematic
design uses the following color notation to distinguish the different pin types:

• Red pins: power to 3.3 V and 5 V.
• Green pins: Communication through Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) protocol in order to

communicate with peripherals that use this protocol.
• Blue pins: Connection for the universal asynchronous receiver–transmitter (UART) for a

conventional serial port.
• Black pins: Connection to ground.
• Orange pins: Communication through the Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) protocol in order to

communicate with peripherals with this protocol.
• White pins: Reserved pins.
• All GPIO pins: Apart from their particular function, all GPIO pins have general-purpose

inputs/outputs.

Each door sensor had two wires and, due to their specification, one of these wires needed to
be connected to ground and the other one needed to be connected to some input. Pins GPIO 18,
GPIO 12, and GPIO 25 were chosen as input pins; pins GPIO 14, GPIO 20, and GPIO 30 were selected
as ground pins. These choices were mainly arbitrary, and we only considered that chosen pins
with inputs/outputs had a ground pin next to them. Because wires of door sensors could not be
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directly connected to the Raspberry Pi, we connected these through a protoboard by means of jumper
wires. As one can observe in the schematic design, all ground pins were connected through jumper
wires to the positive power line of the protoboard (representing this connections with black lines).
Then, in order to ensure the connection continuity until the door sensors, a jumper wire was placed
from the power line to the central segment of the protoboard for each sensor. In the schematic design,
these connections are represented with black lines that go from the “+” column to the “A” column.
Finally, door sensors were connected to the circuit through column “E”. It was necessary to use one or
several jumper wires in this last step, depending on the distance from the protoboard to each door
sensor. Input GPIO pins were directly connected to the protoboard through the central segment,
then door sensors were connected with them through the same central segment (represented with
yellow lines).

Figure 3. Schematic design of the smart cupboard. GPIO: general-purpose input/output.

3.2. Algorithm for Measuring Memory Based on the Door Sensor Signals

The algorithm was designed to determine when a user finds an item, and when the user searches
for an item without success. One research question was: how do we know that the user had success in
searching an item inside the SC? In order to answer this question, we had to explain all possible cases
in which a user can find an object. The first case is that the user finds a certain item in the first attempt.
The second case is that the user finds a certain item in a certain number (denoted as N) of attempts,
assuming N ≥ 2. The last case is the one in which the user did not find the item.

Figure 4 depicts the first case. One of the rules that allows understanding this topic is that the
user usually has success in finding objects except in some cases. Nonetheless, we do not know how
many times the user has attempted to find a certain object. In this first case, the user is going to find
a certain object at the first attempt. With the open door of the SC, the user looks and searches for
the desired object. Once the user grabs the object, they close the door and at this moment, our script
takes note of one fail with the search. It seems illogical that our system would increase the fail counter,
but since we do not have another mechanism to determine exactly whether the user has grabbed the
desired item or to know whether the user has found the desired item (assuming this reduced set of
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low-cost sensors), our system marks one fail. However, we kept in mind that if the user does not open
another door or the same door in a reasonable amount of time, the most probable reason is that the
user found the item. We established 10 s as reasonable amount of time, and hence once the door of
the SC was closed and 10 s passed, we estimated with high probability that the user had the desired
item. When the door is closed, besides increasing the fail counter, the “closeDoor” signal is triggered,
which starts a time counter that allows us to know whether the user opens a SC door in a reasonable
time or not. Since we are explaining the case in which an object is found at the first attempt, this time
the counter is not interrupted. In following cases we will explain what happens when this signal is
interrupted. So, when the system notices that after 10 s the user has not opened any door, it removes a
fail from the fail counter and increases a unit on the success counter.

Figure 4. Python script—First case.

The second case is more complex than the first one. We will explain the same steps as above,
but with more signals and certain features. In the second case, the user finds a certain item after N
attempts. The beginning is the same as the previous case, as one can see in Figure 5, which depicts
the diagram of the second case. The user opens the door, and before they search or find anything,
the “openDoor” signal is triggered. The aim of this signal is to determine whether another door has
been opened before, and in the positive case our system cancels the count of 10 s in order to avoid
reducing the fail counter and to prevent increasing the success counter. In this way, our system counts
all fails during the process of searching for an item. Focusing again on this second case, we take for
granted that the “openDoor” signal has not been triggered, since it is the first time that the user opened
the door. Nonetheless, the action of opening the door is the trigger of the “openDoor” signal. The same
signals as in the previous case are also triggered, but we have omitted them in this description in order
to ease comprehension.
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Figure 5. Python script—Second case.

When the “openDoor” signal is launched, the user starts searching for the item, then they close the
door. The fail counter increases and the “closeDoor” signal is triggered, and until this point, all steps
are the same as in the first case. Now, the user knows whether they have the correct item. If so, it is
the first case; if not, the “openDoor” signal must be interrupted. Empirical tests made by ourselves
and other users allowed us estimate that 10 s was enough time for someone to be able to open another
door of the SC; if not, again, it was assumed that the user found the correct item. Hence, in the second
case when the user thinks about what their next door choice will to be and opens it, the “openDoor”
signal is interrupted and the cycle starts again until the user opens the correct door. Until this moment
the user has always had success in searching for their object, regardless of whether it was found in
their first attempt or in attempt N. However, in the following case the user does not have any success,
since according to our point of view the user does not reach to find the required object. We kept the
third case in mind in order to manage two issues: the first is that the user searches for an object but
forgets what they were searching for. This situation gives us information about the health of the user’s
memory. The second is that in this way we can avoid that someone cheated during the experimentation
phase (i.e., if we did not control the opening time of a door and a certain object was not inside the SC,
the user would have unlimited time to think about what other compartment the object may be in).
In the experimentation phase, this case did not appear at any moment, but it is important to check for
this issue because it makes the measurement of memory loss more accurate.

Figure 6 depicts the third case. The beginning is the same as aforementioned cases, only with the
difference that another signal is triggered when the door is opened by the user; this signal is called
“countTimeDoor” (we have not mentioned the signal before in order to avoid over-long explanation,
but it was also present in the previous cases). The signal’s aim is to start to count the time that an SC
door is held open. This period of time matches with period of time the user is searching an object
inside of the SC. The assigned threshold for this signal was 10 s, that is, the user has 10 s to find the
item, and if this time is surpassed the system increases the fail counter. We determined the threshold
of the “countTimeDoor” signal in the same way as we determined the 10 s in order to know whether
user was successful (i.e., through experiments made by ourselves and other users), until we were able
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to determine a proper threshold. We assume that the user overcame the signal threshold, so the fail
counter increases. Furthermore, the “openDoor” signal is canceled, since if it were not so, when the
user closed the door again, our system would increase the fail counter once again. Finally, it is worth
mentioning that if the user closes the door before 10 s, the “countTimeDoor” signal is canceled in order
to avoid increasing the fail counter twice.

Figure 6. Python script—Third case.

The algorithm was written in Python, and for the sake of reproducibility, we describe how the
implementation of this algorithm handled the pins. In order to manage pins inside the script, we used
the RPi.GPIO library. There were two options to enumerate the pins. The first was GPIO mode,
in which each pin had the same number as their physical position, hence pins were enumerated
from 1 to 40. The second option was BCM (Broadcom mode), in which pins were numerated in
order to match with Broadcom chip, which was the CPU (central processing unit) of the Raspberry.
We used BCM for the implementation of the presented algorithm. The algorithm implementation
also needed to set up some pins as input pins, and this was achieved with the predefined function
GPIO.setup. Finally, the GPIO.input function provided the current state of each door sensor, true when
the two pieces of a door sensor were separated (i.e., the door was open), and false otherwise. Figure 7
presents an excerpt of the Python implementation used in the SC, showing the aforementioned
implementation details about pins. Door sensor states were used as previously described when
presenting the algorithm.
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Figure 7. Implementation details about pins in the Python script of the smart cupboard.

4. Experimentation

4.1. Participants

We recruited 23 people for participation in this user study. Participants were 36.17 years old
on average (SD = 12.80) in a range from 18 to 60 years old, and had studied for 14.86 years on
average (SD = 2.88). Among the participants, only 8.69% were studying or work in computer science.
Males comprised 39.13% of participants. Participation in this experiment was voluntary and unpaid.

4.2. Procedure

In order to evaluate whether the SC is able to measure memory, several tests were conducted.
In the first test, a user was asked to observe the inside of the SC. The user had to memorize certain items
inside it in the acquisition phase. Then, the user was asked to find certain items in the retrieval phase.
A test of face–name pairs [17] was used as a control method, since this kind of test has been proven
to measure memory. The test consists of showing a list of face–name pairs, so the user memorized
them in the acquisition phase, for later selection of the name associated with each face in the retrieval
phase. The main goal was to determine whether both results were correlated, besides performing other
analyses concerning the relation of the results with the participant features.

The test was conducted in a real kitchen so that participants were familiar with the scenario.
The Raspberry was set up inside a kitchen cupboard as shown in Figure 8. The size of this cupboard
was 130 cm width × 71 cm height × 29.5 cm depth, and it was 150 cm above the ground. In spite of
having five compartments, we only used the bottom three in order to avoid having compartments of
different sizes.
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Figure 8. Smart cupboard.

To assess the memory of participants with the SC, we selected 30 different items. All these items
were typical objects commonly found inside cupboards, and these objects were: a cup, a sweet corn can,
a chili can, an egg, a box of matches, an evaporated milk carton, a soda, a bag of breadcrumbs, a beer can,
a jar of chili peppers, a potato, a jar of lentils, a can of olives, a jar of mayonnaise, a carton of chocolate
milkshake, a can of grapes, a jar of soup cubes, a can of peaches in syrup, a can of condensed milk, salt,
a box of baking powder, a can of green peas, a milk bread, a jar of jam, a teaspoon, a jar of sausages,
honey, a can of tuna, a bag of tea, and a jar of oregano. In this experiment, each participant followed
the same process. The experimenter introduced the steps briefly to each user. In the acquisition phase,
the experimenter asked each user to memorize all the items of each compartment, and they had 30 s
per compartment—1 min and 30 s in total.

In the retrieval phase, the experimenter told the participant that he would ask them to find objects
selected in a random order from the ones inside the cupboard and previously memorized by them.
Thus, the participant had to open the compartment where they thought each required object was.
Furthermore, the experimenter indicated that only one door could be open at a time (i.e., before the
participant opened another door, they had to close the current door). Once the participant had found
the required object, grabbed it from the SC, and closed the door, the experimenter asked questions
about the item. The questions were varied and related to cooking or eating. For instance, what recipes
or dishes would you cook with this object? Or, what time of day do you usually eat this product?
Or, do you think this product is healthy and why or why not? And so on. The reasons for these
questions were to delay the retrieval phase and to increase the difficulty of the test. When users
opened the door in order to find an object, they could re-memorize where each object was (reinforcing
the initial learning), since it was unavoidable to let them see the contents again. Thus, the goals
of these distracting questions were to compensate for this aspect and to be more similar to realistic
daily conditions.

This process was repeated with ten different objects for each user. Due to the size of SC and
the amount of items, two rounds were required. In each round, each participant had an acquisition
phase in order to memorize the content of compartments concerning 15 objects, and had a retrieval
phase to sequentially find 10 objects. When the first round was finished, the experimenter asked the
user to leave the kitchen. While the participant was outside the kitchen, the experimenter set up the
second round, and then invited the participant to come into the kitchen again. Hence, users performed
20 memory retrievals about 20 different objects. In this way, this memory test had an accuracy error
margin of 5%, which is considered as appropriate in memory tests [18]. We decided that all participants
had the same conditions; hence, before starting this procedure, a list of items was selected for use by
all participants.
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The list had 15 items for the first round and 15 items for the second one. The order of objects
was selected randomly, because we wanted to avoid the case where objects were organized by size or
semantic categories, in order to avoid bias in the memory measurement due to different memorization
techniques. Table 2 indicates the order of objects in the SC, distributed in compartments per round.
Furthermore, another requirement of the experimentation phase was that objects could not be behind
others (i.e., all objects had to be visible from the participant’s position). The experimenter was always
with the participants, except when they were outside the kitchen. The experimenter made sure that
the participants properly followed the experimentation protocol. For instance, the experimenter was
advised to take note if any participant closed the door twice because it had not been closed with
enough strength the first time. In this case, the system would register an additional fail, so then we
could revise the logs to know what had happened.

Table 2. Order of objects in the experimentation with the smart cupboard.

Object Compartment Round Object Compartment Round
Cup

First

First

Grapes

First

Second

Sweet Corn Soup cubes
Chili Peaches in syrup
Egg Condensed milk
Box of Matches Salt
Evaporated milk

Second

Baking powder

Second
Soda Green peas
Breadcrumb Milk bread
Beer Jam
Chili peppers Teaspoon
Potato

Third

Sausages

Third
Lentils Honey
Olives Tuna
Mayonnaise Tea
Chocolate milkshake Oregano

The next step for participants was to take a control test based on face–name pairs in order to
statistically compare these results with the SC results and to determine whether our SC is able to
measure memory. This test was similar to the common memory tests about face–name pairs in the
literature [17,19], and we used a short-time version that did not require several days for acquisition
and retrieval phases. In this way, each participant could do all the experimentation in the same
day, facilitating the task of recruiting unpaid volunteer participants. In this experiment, the test of
face–name pairs consisted of showing a series of 30 face–name pairs to the participant such that they
memorized these associations in the acquisition phase. Each face–name pair was presented to the
user for 6 s, and consequently the whole acquisition phase took 3 min. In the retrieval phase, each
participant had to respond to 30 questions. Each question was composed of a face image and four
name options, and the participant had to fill a form provided by the experimenter with the answers to
these questions. Figure 9 shows an example of three questions. The face images have been blurred
in this article to protect the privacy of the models. The retrieval phase had no time limit, but the
experimenter instructed the participants to reply to the questions as accurately and quickly as possible,
and the reaction time was measured.

Furthermore, the participants engaged in a self-reported memory test. We performed this test
in order to compare the SC results with other memory-related variables. Since the self-assessment of
memory has proved to be relevant for evaluating memory despite other influencing factors such as
personality [20], we included this brief self-reported memory test as another control test. We selected
a short self-reported test available from the Psychology Today website (http://psychologytoday.
tests.psychtests.com/bin/transfer?req=MTF8MzM2MHw2NzI5MDI0fDB8MQ==) for its brevity and
its simplicity. In this test, participants replied to seven questions with a five-point Likert scale.
The questions of this test were: (1) Do you have difficulty in remembering people’s names or phone

http://psychologytoday.tests.psychtests.com/bin/transfer?req=MTF8MzM2MHw2NzI5MDI0fDB8MQ==
http://psychologytoday.tests.psychtests.com/bin/transfer?req=MTF8MzM2MHw2NzI5MDI0fDB8MQ==
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numbers? (2) How often do you find yourself trying to remember the location of everyday items (e.g.,
your keys, wallet, glasses, etc.)? (3) How often do you have to replace passwords (numerical or verbal)
because you’ve forgotten the original one? (4) How often do you find yourself asking questions like,
“What was I about to do next?” (5) How often do you end up arranging overlapped plans because you
forgot you had made previous plans with someone else? (6) How often do you have to ask someone to
repeat instructions or a story because you can’t remember what was said the first time? (7) How often
do you have difficulty in remembering where you parked your car? The last question was only replied
by participants who had a driving license.

The experimenter also asked participants to reply a brief demographic test to extract the
information presented in Section 4.1 when introducing the sample of participants. Once we finished
all the experimentation with all the participants, we analyzed the obtained data as described in the
next section.

Figure 9. Test of face–name pairs.

5. Results

We performed several analyses considering the memory measurements in the different methods,
the reaction time, and the age of participants. Firstly, we compared the memory measurement
results between the SC test and the face–name test, reporting the accuracies of participants in the
retrieval phase.

In order to double-check that the sensors system of the SC was working properly, the experimenter
took notes about the fails and successes of participants during the experimentation phase, and then
the notes were contrasted against the system log. The notes and SC logs and results matched perfectly.
The accuracy percentage of each participant was calculated as shown in Equation (1) as a measurement
of their memory:

a =
s

s + f
· 100, (1)

where a is the accuracy percentage, s is the number of successes, and f is the number of fails.
The accuracy of each participant in the retrieval of face–name pairs was calculated in a similar

way. The experimenter checked the final test results, and the percentage was calculated as shown in
Equation (2):

a =
s
n
· 100, (2)

where a is the accuracy percentage, s is the number of successes, and n is the total number of questions.
Figure 10 compares the memory accuracies of the SC and face–name pairs, and one can observe

that both measurements methods followed similar trends and shapes. Thus, there may be a correlation
between these measurement methods. In order to statistically and reliably corroborate this correlation,
we conducted a Pearson’s correlation test between the results of the two memory measurement
methods. Table 3 shows the results of this correlation test. According to the Pearson correlation
coefficient [21], both memory measurement methods had a significant positive correlation. This positive
correlation was confirmed with the Kendall’s tau coefficient of 0.470 with a p-value of 0.003 and
Spearman’s rho coefficient of 0.620 with a p-value of 0.002. The correlation between the SC test and the
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test of face–name pairs proves that our SC sensors system is able to measure memory, since the control
memory measurement method has already been scientifically validated.

Figure 10. Comparison of memory measurements between the smart cupboard (SC) and the face–name
pairs test.

Table 3. Correlation between the accuracy of the SC and the accuracy of the face–name test.

Accuracy Smart
Cupboard

Faces-Name
Test

Pearson Correlation 1 0.597 **
Accuracy Smart Cupboard Sig. (2-tailed) 0.003

N 23 23
Pearson Correlation 0.597 ** 1

Faces-Name Test Sig. (2-tailed) 0.003
N 23 23

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Moreover, we analyzed the reaction time of participants in the SC and face–name pairs tests.
Figure 11 depicts the reaction time of each participant in both tests. The blue line represents the SC test
and the orange line represents the test of face–name pairs. In order to calculate the reaction time of the
SC test, the experimenter took note of the time spent by a participant to remember each item inside the
SC. Then, this was compared with the time in the system log in order to check that all times were correct.
Thus, 20 reaction time results were obtained for each participant. Finally, the reaction time of each
participant was calculated as the mean of all obtained times. In the face–name test, the experimenter
also measured the time spent by a participant in order to perform the test. The reaction time was
obtained from the division of the total time by the total number of questions by each participant.
According to the trend and direction of both lines in the graph, it is not easy to appreciate the similarity
in general. Nonetheless, a certain similar behavior is appreciated between participant 7 and participant
15. A similar correlation can be appreciated between these two tests, since both lines are almost parallel.
Because this observational analysis is not sufficient to determine whether there was any significant
relation between tests in reaction times, we performed another Pearson’s correlation test to statistically
determine whether there was a statistically significant correlation. Table 4 depicts the result of the
correlation test. It shows that both variables were not significantly correlated. Neither Kendall’s tau
coefficient nor Spearman’s rho coefficient detected any significant correlation with respective p-values
of 0.597 and 0.428. Thus, in these experiments, the reaction time of our SC test did not correlate with
the reaction time of the control test of face–name pairs.
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Figure 11. Comparison between the SC reaction time and the reaction time of the face–name test.

Table 4. Correlation between the SC reaction time and the reaction time of the face–name test.

Reaction Time
Smart Cupboard

Reaction Time
Face-Name Test

Pearson Correlation 1 0.341
Reaction Time Smart Cupboard Sig. (2-tailed) 0.111

N 23 23
Pearson Correlation 0.341 1

Reaction Time Face-Name Test Sig. (2-tailed) 0.111
N 23 23

We also conducted an analysis of the relation between participant age and SC reaction times.
Figure 12 represents each participant considering these two aspects. It is worth highlighting that
we asked people to participate in these experiments, considering their age, to have both young and
aged people. In particular, there were six young participants in the 18–25 years old range and six
aged participants in the 55–60 years old range. In order to determine whether there was a statistically
significant correlation, we performed three correlation tests between SC results and age. Table 5 shows
the results of the Pearson’s correlation test. One can observe that these variables were not correlated
according to this test. In addition, neither Kendall’s tau coefficient nor Spearman’s rho coefficient
detected any significant correlation, with respective p-values of 0.265 and 0.300. Thus, SC results and
age were not statistically significantly correlated in these experiments.

Figure 12. Comparison between the reaction time in the smart cupboard test and participant age.
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Table 5. Correlation between the reaction time and participant age in the smart cupboard test.

Age Reaction Time
Smart Cupboard

Pearson Correlation 1 0.306
Age Sig. (2-tailed) 0.156

N 23 23
Pearson Correlation 0.306 1

Reaction Time Smart Cupboard Sig. (2-tailed) 0.156
N 23 23

We also performed an analysis comparing the accuracy of participants in the SC test and the
results of the self-reported memory test. Each possible answer of the self-reported memory test among
the options “almost always”, “often”, “sometimes”, “rarely”, and “almost never” were respectively
assigned the values 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4. The results of this test were standardized as a percentage calculated
with Equation (3):

r = ∑n
i=1 xi

n
· 100

Vmax
, (3)

where r is the result of the self-reported test, xi is the value of each answered question, n is the total
number of questions, and Vmax is the maximum value that a response can have (i.e., 4 in this case).

Figure 13 shows the accuracy of the SC test and this self-reported test. There were similarities
between both tests in some cases, as one can observe in the intervals between participants 1 to
4, participants 9 to 11, and participants 15 to 17. To determine the statistical significance of this
relation, we conducted a Pearson’s correlation test, and Table 6 presents the results. The test indicated
that the memory results between the SC test and the self-reported one were significantly correlated.
This correlation was confirmed with the Kendall’s tau coefficient of 0.383 with a p-value of 0.014 and
Spearman’s rho coefficient of 0.451 with a p-value of 0.031. The self-reported test is a subjective test,
and personality may cause bias in the results, since this test actually measures self-perceived memory
rather than actual memory (calculated as the accuracy retrieving information previously acquired).
According to these experiments, the SC results were correlated with self-perceived memory, despite
the possible bias because of personality.

Figure 13. Comparison between the accuracy of SC and that of self-reported tests.
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Table 6. Correlation between the accuracy of SC and that of self-reported tests.

Smart Cupboard Accuracy Self-Reported Test
Pearson Correlation 1 0.443 *

Smart Cupboard Sig. (2-tailed) 0.034
N 23 23

Pearson Correlation 0.443 * 1
Accuracy Self-Reported Test Sig. (2-tailed) 0.034

N 23 23
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

6. Discussion and Conclusions

The article proposed a new mechanism of measuring memory with the SC as a novel IoT sensors
system. We presented the design of the SC as a cupboard with three sensorized doors with magnetic
door sensors connected to Internet via a Raspberry Pi 3B board with the corresponding software for
evaluating user memory.

The main goal was to have a device able to assess the memory in a familiar environment without
requiring additional effort from the user. Thus, we presented a solution in which the memory
measurement can be continuous and based on normal routine. The results based on 23 participants
in a wide age range (18 to 60 years old) showed that the accuracy of participants in finding objects
in the SC in a controlled environment was statistically significantly correlated with the accuracy of
participants in retrieving face–name associations in a validated type of memory test. The accuracy of
the SC test was also statistically significantly correlated with a self-reported memory test.

The current work attempted to find a solution that was low-cost as possible, in order to propose a
step towards a solution that can get to the market with a profitable margin, so that enterprises may
be interested and our solution can make a real impact on society. Note that the most fundamental
components of this solution were the magnetic door sensors, and in particular we used a door
sensor model that only cost $2.46. The Raspberry Pi 3B board could be easily replaced by any other
low-cost/green processing board in the market by using the same software and adapting the input
pins. Thus, a very cheap solution could potentially be developed for converting a cupboard into a
SC, so the user could install the sensor systems of their cupboard without needing to replace their
original cupboard.

In the early detection of diseases, it can be difficult to sell products to healthy people, even if
the product is cheap. We argue that as in the case of many other successful smart devices in the
market (e.g., smartphones, smartbands, and smart TVs), SCs could have multi-purpose functionalities
for successfully getting to the market. In this line, the SC could also be useful for detecting eating
patterns by classifying different kinds of food in different compartments. Eating patterns can be useful
for controlling dietary habits to reduce obesity, which is an issue for many people in countries like
the US [22]. Eating patterns could also be useful for tracking emotions by considering their known
relationship [23].

The experiments showed that the reaction time measured by the SC test did not correlate with the
reaction of the control test about face–name pairs. However, these results are not conclusive, since
the number of participants (n = 23) was not sufficient to detect medium effect sizes according to the
analysis based on statistical power performed by the G*Power 3 tool [24]. In addition, not all memory
tests need to have a correlation between reaction time and memory. In fact, strictly a memory test needs
to provide some measure that correlates with memory, which could be either accuracy or reaction time,
but not necessarily both. Thus, the proposed SC test is a reliable memory test according to the common
standards of memory tests [25].

In addition, the accuracy of the SC memory test correlated with self-perceived memory,
even though the literature supports that self-perceived memory is influenced by factors such as
personality [20], which could lead to differences between self-perceived memory and actual memory.
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One limitation of the current version of the SC is that it is based on the assumption that there is
only one person using the SC to reliably measure their memory. We plan to overcome this limitation by
including an identification mechanism, which could either be (1) facial identification with a low-cost
camera following our previous work in facial authentication [26] or (2) radio-frequency identification,
which would require the user to carry a card for the identification. We will select one of these options
considering economic aspects, technological reliability, and user experience. In this manner, the SC
will determine who is using it and perform different measurements for the different family members.
In general, the inclusion of identification will allow engineers to develop SC applications for providing
customized services to the user.

In the future, we plan to conduct a study with Alzheimer’s patients over a 10-month period to
detect memory losses during the evolution of this disease, by measuring the memory of the same
persons through the study with the proposed SC-based approach. If possible, we will also enroll
people considered to probably start having Alzheimer’s disease soon, known by the analysis of genetic
information in descendants of people with Alzheimer’s. As a control group, we also plan to track the
memory evolution of a group of healthy people, which may include some of the participants of the
presented study. In this way, we plan to detect improvement opportunities and further assess whether
it is possible to track memory losses and to detect Alzheimer’s at an early stage.

Another future work is the development of an app whose main aim will be to explain to users how
to turn a normal cupboard into an SC using gamification to overcome the barrier of a possible difficult
installation. Finally, our efforts will focus on improvement of energy efficiency, since cupboards are
not used very frequently. This could be achieved by lowering the checking frequency of sensors
when users do not usually use them, based on an initial training phase, following a similar approach
to our previous one in green communications with smartbands [27]. Another option that involves
the power system is to use some energy-harvesting techniques to overcome the limitation of the
long-term use of the SC powered by batteries. The aim of harvesting techniques is to accumulate
energy from several sources that capture energy from the environment. Once the energy is accumulated,
it can be used in the SC to track user memory. Several examples of energy harvesting can be
found in the literature [28], but techniques that involve components such as micro-photovoltaic
cells, micro-thermoelectric generators [29], or indoor ambient light [30] may be the most suitable for
SCs. Furthermore, we also plan to develop an app for remotely consulting memory measurement
results from any mobile device, and to provide notifications if a family member is starting to have
significant memory losses.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

GPIO General-Purposes Input/Output
I2C Inter-Integrated Circuit
ID Identifier
IoT Internet of Things
M2M Machine-to-Machine
SD Standard Deviation
SPI Serial Peripheral Interface
SC Smart Cupboard
TV Television
UART Universal Asynchronous Receiver-Transmitter
US United States
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ABSTRACT The devices and implementations of 5G networks are continuously improving, and people will
probably use them daily in the near future. 5G networks will support ultra-dense networks. In the literature,
several works apply 5G networks in smart cities and smart houses. One of the most common features of
these works is to use priorities in tasks, such as the management of electrical consumption at houses, waste
collection in cities, or pathfinding in self-driving cars. The proper management of priorities facilitates that
urgent service requests are rapidly attended. However, to the best of our knowledge, the literature lacks
appropriate mechanisms for considering users’ priorities in the 5G ultra-dense networks. In this context,
we propose a mobile application that allows citizens to request smart city services with different priority
levels. The experiments showed the high performance of the app and its scalability when increasing priority
list sizes. This app obtained 72.3% of usability in the system usability scale and 82.9% in the ease-of-use
dimension of the usefulness, satisfaction, and ease of use questionnaire.

INDEX TERMS Smart city, priority, ultra-dense network, mobile application, app.

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays each citizen commonly has a mobile device.
The amount of interchanged information usually increases
due to the active use of clouds, document repositories and
streaming-video servers. It is predicted that the number of
connected mobile devices will exceed 11.5 billion in 2019.
In addition, 5G ultra-dense networks [1] will probably effi-
ciently support all these connections, especially in smart
cities with a high population density.

5G technologies are advancing in several aspects such as
(a) the reduction of energy consumption, (b) the improvement
of signal reachability in wall trespassing [2], and (c) the

management of networks for rapidly transferring big data.
The demand of data traffic is increasing steeply for transfer-
ring large files such as high-resolution videos, which have
up-growing popularity [3]. In this line of work, a software-
defined networking (SDN) approach improved the fairness
in streaming video so that users get this service with a
similar quality level [4]. In addition, an intelligent handover
process algorithm guaranteed load balance in 5G networks,
and improved the quality of service (QoS) in the upload
of videos from mobile cameras in environmental surveil-
lance [5]. 5G networks are also useful in fields that need real-
time responses such as e-health monitoring [6]. In general,
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5G networks are based in some pillars such as SDN,
network function virtualization (NFV) and mobile edge com-
puting (MEC) [7].

Smart cities need to urgently attend some service requests,
such as waste collection in some critical locations like hospi-
tals, chemical factories and schools [8].

Our previous work shows that priorities self-reported by
citizens can be fairly managed even when there are people
trying to take advantage of the priority system [9]. However,
in order to allow citizens to easily self-report the priority
levels of their requests, an easy-to-use app could be useful for
final users. This work addresses this problem by proposing a
novel app that allow users to define their prioritized lists of
service requests.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
The next section introduces the related work, highlighting
the gaps of the literature that the current work addresses.
Section III presents the current approach introducing the
novel PriorityNet app. Section IV describes the experiments
about the performance and usability of the app. Finally,
section V mentions the conclusions, and depicts some future
lines of research.

II. RELATED WORK
The most relevant related works fall into the three categories
of (a) smart cities with their communications and smart
services discussed in II-A, (b) solutions for supporting ultra-
dense networks introduced in section II-B, and (c) applica-
tions that manage priorities for tasks or services presented in
section III-C.

A. SMART CITIES
Smart cities usually need to communicate large amounts of
data. Some of the smart city services are real time, and need
short latencies. Hence, an adequate networking performance
generally has a positive effect on the citizens quality of life.

To begin with, [8] proposed four dynamic models for
collecting waste in smart citizens. In summary, a smart city
had a fleet of trucks and several trash bins. Each bin had
a device for tracking when it was full. The models distin-
guished between two types of bins, which were the high pri-
ority bins (HPBs) and the other ones. The HPBs were located
in places such as hospitals, factories and high schools. The
models were the Dedicated Trucks Model (DTM), Detour
Model (DM), the Minimum Distance Model (MDM) and
the Reassignment Model (RM). They described how trucks
collected waste fromHPBs in each model. Each model has its
mechanism of reassigning routes. They evaluated the models
in Saint Petersburg (Russia), and all of them had advan-
tages and disadvantages. A set of simulations showed the
utility of their approach and the proper functioning of the
route reassignment mechanisms. They mentioned the possi-
bility of expanding their work by taking truck capacities into
account. However, this work did not allow users to change
the priorities of certain bins. For example, this could be
useful for requesting the collection of a really risky material,

like an extraordinarily highly toxic waste from a chemical
factory.

Moreover, [10] introduced some of the smart city bases
such as 5G networks, Internet of Things (IoT), cloud of things
and advanced artificial intelligence. Smart cities normally
had smart homes. 5G technologies were used for two pur-
poses. The first one was to let people communicate with
their smart homes. For example, they could use their mobile
devices for remotely scheduling the tasks of IoT appliances.
The second purpose was to facilitate the transfer of huge
amounts of data with clouds. In the future, it will be necessary
to have more bandwidth for performing such operations.
Lastly, smart cities were expected to collect information from
citizens in order to take better decisions for improving their
quality of life. For instance, a smart city could analyze elec-
trical consumption in each house, and provide customized
recommendations for saving money. More concretely, similar
approaches can be adopted to specific buildings. For exam-
ple, [11] presented a case study about products for improving
security in smart buildings. In smart homes, this work used
surveillance devices such as motion detector, sensors for
opening/closing doors, and presence sensors. All of these
were connected to Internet so that users could check their
homes with their mobile devices. Nevertheless, none of these
works proposed an app for establishing priorities for most
urgent matters. In the case of surveillance, the transmission of
some cameras may need a higher priority in some situations
such as robberies.

Furthermore, [12] presented a theoretical model about
self-driving connected cars. This model was based on the
theory of multi-agent system. Each vehicle was represented
as an individual agent in simulations. They followed a
Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) approach [13], in which each
agent was aimed at satisfying its desires by completing
some specific goals. The connected cars were an innova-
tive solution for reducing collision risk, avoiding economic
cost of crashes and saving humans lives. Furthermore, dis-
abled people, elders or people without valid driver’s license
could safely travel long distances. Moreover, vehicle-to-
vehicle (V2V) communication were necessary for support-
ing this self-driving model. Thanks to V2V communica-
tions, cars could potentially exchange information about their
positions, speeds, routes, plans for changing speed or lane,
turning, stopping and so on. This model was simulated with
Qt Framework 5.4, and it worked properly. However, this
model would need to consider more aspects to be applied
in real world, such as the possibility that large amounts of
messages could overloadV2V networks and the limitations of
the city infrastructures. Hence, 5G networks could be useful
for efficiently transferring these amounts of data avoiding
losses. Nonetheless, this work did not mention the possibility
of establishing priorities for assuring the safe travel in self-
driving cars. A proper mechanism of prioritization could
overcome this barrier. For example, the communications of
some cars could be prioritized when transporting patients in
critical health situations.
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Therefore, in most of these works, an app could be useful
for allowing users to manually change the priorities in some
services in real time.

B. ULTRA-DENSE NETWORKS
In the current society, the use of mobile device connections is
increasing rapidly. In this context, the field of ultra-dense net-
works is aimed at supporting dense sets of connection points.
Several works have discussed new technological advances in
ultra-dense networks. For instance, [2] introduced the vari-
ety of 5G technologies with cognitive radio (CR). CR is a
mechanism for dynamically selecting the best wireless chan-
nels according to different criteria for avoiding congestions
and interferences. They addressed the challenge of saving
energy in smart home networks (SHNs), considering the
spread of WiFi signal. [14] mentioned that devices needed
a high amount of energy to emit signals for communications
through obstacles. CR was planned to be implemented with
5G technologies. They made a simulation of a SHN with
and without CR, and the energy consumption was reduced
in 26%.

Several works about ultra-dense networks focus on trans-
ferring files with large amounts of data. For example,
[15] proposed a new framework that was able to support
huge data traffics requested by users. This framework was
called Big Data Driven. It focused on providing a high qual-
ity of experience to users with their mobile devices and
wearable sensors. Basically this model reallocated resources
to manage data traffic based on the user locations. More-
over, this framework also reduced some costs by analyzing
data from users. In addition, [3] presented a new paradigm
called Information-centric-networking (ICN). This paradigm
was aimed at retrieving videos from in-network caches.
ICN reduced network traffic and video retrieval delay sig-
nificantly. However, these kinds of applications may have
a low priority when sharing the network with other more
critical services (e.g. critical health situations and network
failures).

Reference [16] proposed a mechanism for improving com-
munications among neighbor cells. It was based on a reward
mechanism for promoting collaboration. Their approach con-
sidered real-time priority levels and QoS.

In conclusion, ultra-dense networks usually need intensive
transfer of data. Some services may need urgent responses.
These urgencies can dynamically vary depending many fac-
tors. An easy-to-use app could be useful to allow users to
indicate these changing priorities in smart cities.

C. PRIORITY APPLICATIONS
The priorities of services and tasks have been widely used
in many fields. For instance, [17] proposed a cultivation
priority planning based on the needs of food and the loca-
tions provided by a geographical information system (GIS).
Their approach considered several aspects such as soil depth,
climate, pH, and the existence of certain minerals in the land.
They applied a fuzzy approach and an analytical hierarchy

process to assign the cultivation type to the different land
areas.

Moreover, in the field of parallel computing, [18] pro-
posed to use user-assigned priorities for job scheduling. Their
approach was based on their ReShape framework that sup-
ported resizing parallel applications. The priorities were used
to take informed decisions about changing the number of
processors assigned to each job. They applied their frame-
work in three case studies, and they obtained improvements
of the execution time and higher utilization of the existing
resources.

In the public transportation area, [19] used several
flexible priority rules for assigning passengers to trains
and seats. Their approach had low computational times.
They did not significantly increase the level of unattended
requests or travel delays. However, they increased the vari-
ability of passengers. In this manner railway operators were
able to test different policies about passenger priorities.

The Priority-based Application-Specific Congestion Con-
trol Clustering protocol (PASCCC) [20] used priorities for
managing network communications. PASCCC used a clus-
tering approach for detecting congestions in the network and
avoiding these areas. Some of the communications needed to
take larger paths in networks for avoiding congestions. The
priorities were used to select which communications used
the shorter paths and which ones the larger ones. In addition,
[21] proposed to use priorities for managing services through
sensor networks in general.

Nevertheless, none of these works explicitly provided an
easy-to-use mobile application for allowing final users to
establish their own priorities. The next section introduces a
novel app that covers this gap of the literature.

III. PRIORITYNET: AN APP FOR SETTING PRIORITIES
IN ULTRA-DENSE NETWORKS
PriorityNet app is a tool that allows users to easily assign
priorities to certain service requests. This tool was developed
considering usability principles.

Figure 1 depicts the functionality of the app and some of
its possible utilities. Users can determine priority lists for
themselves of companies. The app connects with the system
and uploads these priority lists. In this way, a user could set
the priorities in several service requests of a smart home, such
as the ones related with security cameras (e.g. when some-
thing suspicious had been observed), turning on/off electrical
appliances, or download video streaming in real time with a
high quality. In smart cities, the priorities could be used for
reassigning routes in self-driving cars or trucks that collect
dangerous waste.

A. USER INTERFACE
Figure 2 presents the main screen of the app, which allows
users to define priority lists. This screen has two vertical lists.
The list in the right side contains certain services, including
the ones from the smart city or the use of the network for
certain mobile applications. Priorities can be assigned for all
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FIGURE 1. Overview of the priority system of PriorityNet app.

FIGURE 2. Main screen of PriorityNet App.

these services and mobile applications. The priority order is
established in the left list by dragging and dropping elements
from the right-side list. The services with more priority are
placed at the top of the list and the ones with less priority are
placed at its bottom.

The use of this application is summarized in three steps.
In the first step, the user decides the service to which they
assign higher priorities. In the second step, the user drags and
drops an item from the right list to the left one. In the last step,
the user can re-sort the the priorities of the list of services,
if they want to.

When a user has finished assigning priorities to services,
they can touch the ‘‘Save’’ button, and the priority list is
transferred to the system. Figure 3 shows an example of a
confirmation message.

FIGURE 3. Confirmation message in PriorityNet app.

B. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
As one can observe in the sequence diagram of Figure 4,
users can see all available services. In this step, they must
drag one service and drop it in a priority list, so that this
priority list is created. The sequence diagram has a squared
yellow background in order to indicate that this operation part
continues as long as the user wants. Hence, it is possible to
rearrange priorities, and adding/deleting services to/from the
list.

When the user touches the ’Save’ button, the system
receives input from the priority list, converts it into a
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) file, and sends it to a
database management system (DBMS). JSON is a file for-
mat for sending information to DBMSs. The DBMS can be
running either in a cloud or a specific server. The server has
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FIGURE 4. Sequence diagram for creating and saving a priority list.

FIGURE 5. Class diagram excerpt of PriorityNet app.

several scripts in PHP programming language. One of these
receives information from a JSON file.

PriorityNet app sends information to DBMS through a web
request, specifically a POST request. The request includes the
JSON file content, and the URI/URL of the receptor script
for managing the information. When a PHP file receives a
request, it might update, add or delete information depending
on the content of the JSON file. In case of managing a
change of priority list in the network, the PHP file updates the
database with a new priority list for a specific user. Finally,
the PHP file returns another JSON file to the mobile device.
This JSON file contains information about the result of the
query in the DBMS, which can be either a confirmation of
success or an error. In this way, users can read this message,
and could repeat their actions later if necessary.

The class diagram of Figure 5 specifies the structure of
two classes. On the one hand, the ‘‘Core’’ class receives
input from a priority list, turns it into a JSON file, and
uploads the converted file to the DBMS. On the other hand,
the ‘‘EventManager’’ class receives input from a list of events
and delegates, and was implemented with a singleton pattern.
A delegate is a type that represents references to methods
with a particular parameter list and a return type. Events are
triggered for notifying some observers when something of
interest occurs. The methods of some classes are associated
with these events.

The ‘‘SendPriorityListToCore’’ class has a method that
collects all the items from the priority list, and sends the
names of these items as strings to the Core class. After exe-
cuting this method, the system collects this priority list, and
adds certain information for conforming a JSONfile. This file
includes information such as the user ID. This ID allows the
system to track users and to manage priorities fairly.

PriorityNet App was developed with Unity 3D engine
and the library Next Graphical User Interface (NGUI) [22].
Unity 3D has been widely used in both industry and research
communities, like in the simulation of distributed sensor
networks [23]. One of its main advantage is its multi-
platform nature, allowing the deployment of apps in the
main mobile operative systems such as Android and iOS.
We used NGUI for performing tasks associated with the user
interface. The NGUI library was created by Tasharen Enter-
tainment and released in 2011. The main aim of NGUI was
to ease the creation of user interfaces. In the presented app,
NGUI was useful for adding the drag and drop functionality.
NGUI also supported the implementation of lists with
draggable elements. These functionalities were relevant for
achieving an easy-to-use and intuitive app.

C. PRIORITY MECHANISM
The priority mechanism of the current approach is aimed
at satisfying the following rule in which the differences of
waiting times should be as large as possible:

p(rx) > p(ty)⇒ w(tx) ≥ w(ty) (1)

where rx and ry are requests of services, p(r) determines the
priority of r request, and w(r) determines its waiting time.
Figure 6 shows the block diagram of the mechanism for

managing and attending requests. On the one hand, the sys-
tem manages the reception of requests of smart city services,
as shown in the left side of the diagram. The system receives
a request with a certain priority. Then, the system normal-
izes this priority into the range of priorities of the system,
e.g. [0, 2] being zero the highest priority and two the lowest
one. In this step, the system can optionally use a mechanism
of normalizing the priorities to avoid selfish citizens. The
system has several queues of requests, and each queue is
associated with the requests of each priority level. In order
to attend the high-priority requests first, the requests are not
only added to the queue of its level but also to the ones with
lower priority levels. In this manner, it is guaranteed that
each request is attended before any other later request of its
level or lower ones.

On the other hand, this priority mechanism attends the
service requests in each iteration, as one can observe in the
right side of Figure 6. It starts with the highest-priority queue.
In order to regulate that normally high priorities are attended
much faster, the number of attended requests per iteration is
different for each queue regarding its priority level. For exam-
ple, in each iteration, the system can attend three requests of
the highest priority level, two requests of the medium priority
level and one priority of the lowest iteration level. Once a
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FIGURE 6. Block diagram of the priority mechanism.

FIGURE 7. Response time of PriorityNet App.

request is attended, it is removed from the corresponding
queue and all the others.

IV. EXPERIMENTATION
A. EVALUATION OF RESPONSE TIME
We measured the response time of PriorityNet when upload-
ing a priority list to the system. This task includes (a) con-
verting a priority list into a JSON file, (b) sending a POST
request with a JSON file, (c) receiving an answer from the
server, and (d) processing the server’s answer. We measured
all the time elapsed between touching the Save button and the
presentation of the confirmation message to the user.

These experiments used lists of sizes from 10 to 100 with
intervals of ten. We performed 100 executions for each list
size, and Figure 7 presents the average results.

FIGURE 8. Response times for uploading priority lists of respectively
50 and 100 services.

As one can appreciate, the average time never exceeded
one second in any case. We consider these results as satis-
factory, because the user did not wait an excessive time even
when using priority lists of 100 services.

The experimentation with PriorityNet showed its scalabil-
ity. When increasing the size of the priority list, the response
time only slightly increased. There were some exceptions in
the results collected from priority lists of sizes 40 and 60.

Moreover, Figure 8 shows all the response times for
uploading priority lists of respectively 50 and 100 services.
We executed 100 times the upload process for each of these
two list sizes. Both priority list sizes had some peaks that
are high in comparison to their common values. These peeks
may be due external factors regarding the network, such as
congestions or general overloads.
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FIGURE 9. Processing time of PriorityNet app.

FIGURE 10. Processing times for lists of respectively 50 and 100 services.

B. EVALUATION OF PROCESSING TIME
We measured the processing time of PriorityNet app when
defining and saving priority lists. More concretely, we mea-
sured the elapsed time from pressing the Save button until
the data were prepared to be transferred. This includes
(a) triggering an event to request the priority list, (b) receiving
a priority list by means of a delegate, and (c) converting the
visual list into a serializable format.

This analysis executed 100 times each of the same ten pri-
ority list sizes as before. Figure 9 shows the average results of
the processing time for these list sizes. It is worth noting that
the absolute values of processing timewere low. For example,
the average processing time for priority lists of 100 services
was only 1.76 ms.

Figure 10 shows the processing times of 100 executions for
priority list sizes of respectively 50 and 100 services. Most
values of each priority list size were near its corresponding
average, which was 0.81 ms for lists of 50 services and
1.76 ms for lists of 100 services. There was a high peek value
for each priority list size, but we consider that these values
are outlier, since they only occurred once in each analyzed set
of 100 simulations. The standard deviation values of 0.78 ms
(for the list of 50 services) and 1.28 ms (for the list of 100 ser-
vices) revealed that the variation of processing times was low
considering their absolute values.

C. USER STUDY
We conducted a user study to measure some features of the
users’ experience when using PriorityNet app.

TABLE 1. Priority lists for the tests of the user study.

1) SAMPLE OF PARTICIPANTS
We recruited 21 people for participating in this user study.
They were 21.1 years old in average (SD=4.17). Seven par-
ticipants were male (33.3%) and the others were female
(66.6%). Only one participant worked or studied in computer
science field (0.047%).

2) PROCEDURE
The app was briefly introduced to each participant. Then,
the experimenter briefly showed how to use the app to each
participant. More concretely, he explained how to set up
priorities in the system. Participants saw how to drag and
drop items from the right list to left one, and they only saw
this operation. The experimenter did not explain how to alter
the elements of the priority list if they had made a mistake,
either including the wrong element or assigning it to the
wrong priority. We did not explain this on purpose, because
if the app was sufficiently easy to use, users should be able to
deduce it by themselves.

The experimenter asked each participant to sequentially
define and save the priority lists presented in table 1. The first
priority list was longer than the others to let them get used
to the app. The second list had items that the users were not
able to see without scrolling down. In this way, participants
needed to scroll down for completing the task. The last test
was similar to the second one. The main difference was the
way to do it. When a participant had finished a test, this
participant was told to change the order of the items of the
list.

Lastly, the participants were asked to answer a question-
naire about this application. This questionnaire was com-
posed from the validated scales mentioned in next section.

3) MEASURES
The questionnaire about the app was composed of several
validated scales. The first scale was the System Usability
Scale (SUS) [24]. SUS is composed of 10 items with alter-
natively direct and inverted items. SUS uses a 5-point Likert
scale
(1 = ‘‘strongly disagree’’; 5 = ‘‘strongly agree’’). This scale
has been validated, and is widely used. The items were scored
in two different ways regarding whether these questions were
direct or inverted:
• Direct items: score = response− 1
• Inverted items: score = 5− response
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FIGURE 11. Boxplot of the questionnaire results from the user study.

The sum of the scores of all the itemswas in the 0 - 40 range
for each replied questionnaire. In order to obtain a score in the
0 - 100, the original score was multiplied by 2.5.

The other scale was Usefulness, Satisfaction, and Ease of
use questionnaire (USE) [25]. This scale has four indepen-
dently validated dimensions, and we only used the dimen-
sions of (a) ease of learning and (b) satisfaction. All the items
were directly related with the corresponding feature, with-
out using inverted questions. The questions were answered
with a 7-point Likert scale. Each item was assessed with a
value in the 0 - 6 range. Each dimension was converted to
a 0-100 range by multiplying the sum of all the responses by
100/maxScore where maxScore was the maximum summed
score in the corresponding dimension.

4) RESULTS
All the participants successfully completed all the tasks. It is
worth mentioning that in the rearrangement task of the the
third test, the participants faced to something new, because
they had never learned how to reorder items in the priority
list. The participants used two ways to address this task. The
first way was to drag and drop elements from one position
to another of the same list. The other way was to remove
elements by dragging them outside the priority list and then to
add them again in the priority list in the corresponding order.
Regardless of the methods used by participants, all of them
were able to successfully finish this task of the third test.

Figure 11 presents the results of the validated scales with
a boxplot. The highest-ranked feature of the app was the ease
of learning dimension from the USE scale, with a mean value
of 82.94%. Thus, PriorityNet app was easy to learn according
to the validated scale. This is also confirmed by the fact that
all users figured out how to alter an existing priority list.

The second ranked feature was the usability measured with
the SUS scale with an average value 72.26%. This reflects
the high usability of the app, showing that the user inter-
face of the app was probably properly designed. The last

FIGURE 12. Waiting times for 35 services/second without penalizing
selfish agents.

feature obtained a 57.48% average value in the satisfaction
dimension from the USE scale. This dimension was probably
the least ranked since participants did not observe the whole
utility of the app in the short tasks of the user study. For
example, they did not experience the fast communications
and services for real important matters in their lives after
configuring their priority preferences.

We conducted paired t-tests [26] for assessing the signifi-
cances of the differences in all the possible pairs among the
analyzed usability dimensions 2. One can observe that ease
of learning had significant differences from the other two
dimensions with a significance level of 0.001. The difference
between usability and satisfaction was also significant, but
with a higher significance level of 0.002.

D. COMPARISON OF WAITING TIMES FOR SERVICES
CONSIDERING PRIORITIES
In order to further assess the current approach, we performed
simulations with the ABS-SmartPriority application. We exe-
cuted 100 agents simulating users that requested services with
different priorities. These agents took nondeterministic deci-
sions based on their goals following TABSAOND (a tech-
nique for developing agent-based simulation apps and online
tools with nondeterministic decisions) [27]. The simulator
simulated a duration of 400 s in each execution. Figure 12
shows an example in a smart city that was able to deliver
35 services per second for these 100 agents. This simulation
did not penalize selfish users that overused high priorities.
One can observe that the system was able to properly attend
high-priority requests faster.

In addition, we executed a simulation in which the smart
city was only able to attend 15 services per second, with-
out using the penalization mechanism. Figure 13 shows the
results. In this case, the overload of requests made the system
not to be able to attend urgent requests faster.

Furthermore, the current approach was simulated with
a priority mechanism in which some users could be penalized
by lowering the priorities of the requests in case they had
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TABLE 2. Paired t-test results for comparing the results about the different features of the app.

FIGURE 13. Waiting times for 15 services/second without penalizing
selfish agents.

FIGURE 14. Waiting times for 15 services/second penalizing selfish
agents.

overused high-priority requests. The rate of attended services
was the same as in the previous case. Figure 14 presents the
results. This penalization mechanism allowed the system to
attend faster the high-priority requests.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This work has presented a novel app that allows users to
dynamically establish priorities. This is useful for prioritizing
different services and fastening urgent services in smart cities
with ultra-dense networks. This opens a new channel of com-
munication between smart cities and citizens. The app has

showed a high level of usability, especially in ease of learning.
This app has also shown its proper scalability when increasing
the list priority size in terms of response time for upload-
ing preferences. Some agent-based simulations showed that
the proposed approach allows attending urgent services
faster.

The current work is planned to be extended by allow-
ing users to activate an automatic mode. In this mode,
the app would automatically select the prioritized list of
services based on the particular history of the corresponding
user. For instance, if the user normally establishes a service
as urgent in the weekdays and removes it from the list in
weekends, the appwould follow a similar pattern in automatic
mode.
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Abstract: The trend of using wearables for healthcare is steeply increasing nowadays, and, consequently,
in the market, there are several gadgets that measure several body features. In addition, the mixed use
between smartphones and wearables has motivated research like the current one. The main goal of this
work is to reduce the amount of times that a certain smartband (SB) measures the heart rate (HR) in
order to save energy in communications without significantly reducing the utility of the application.
This work has used an SB Sony 2 for measuring heart rate, Fit API for storing data and Android for
managing data. The current approach has been assessed with data from HR sensors collected for more
than three months. Once all HR measures were collected, then the current approach detected hourly
ranges whose heart rate were higher than normal. The hourly ranges allowed for estimating the time
periods of weeks that the user could be at potential risk for measuring frequently in these (60 times
per hour) ranges. Out of these ranges, the measurement frequency was lower (six times per hour).
If SB measures an unusual heart rate, the app warns the user so they are aware of the risk and can act
accordingly. We analyzed two cases and we conclude that energy consumption was reduced in 83.57%
in communications when using training of several weeks. In addition, a prediction per day was made
using data of 20 users. On average, tests obtained 63.04% of accuracy in this experimentation using the
training over the data of one day for each user.

Keywords: body sensor networks; eHealthcare; wearable sensors; heart rate; Google fit; smartband

1. Introduction

Heart diseases such as myocardial infarction or tachycardia have taken lot of human lives over the
years [1]. In most cases, these unfortunate situations are treatable or even avoidable. A huge percentage
of the world population does not live an appropriate lifestyle, and some conditions may provoke heart
disease. Excess of alcohol, fat, tobacco, stress and lack of physical activity contribute to increasing the
risk of suffering an infarct [2]. Luckily, over time, people have become more aware about these risks,
and taken the appropriate actions to avoid these problems. With respect to science and technology,
this is an event that does not go unnoticed either. In fact, thanks to medical science, it is known that
a routine of physical activity reduces probability of suffering heart attacks, and, due to this fact, it is
normal to see campaigns against obesity and junk food. Regarding technology, the world population
has at their disposal hundreds of instruments and tools that promote physical activity and a healthy
lifestyle. Some of these tools could be smartbands (SBs), straps, smart sneakers or any device not
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intrusive that a user can wear. These devices called wearables, apart from promoting the movement,
also measure several features of human body such as the footsteps of each day, blood pressure,
breathing rate, heart rate, electrical activity of the heart, oxygen saturation in the blood, heart rate
variability, and so on [3]. Measuring such features on children allow their caregivers to monitor them
at every moment [4]. Chronic patients can improve their quality of life and reduce economic costs by
means of an architecture for continuous e-Health monitoring with wearable devices and 5G, in which
this service can be provided to a large amount of patients [5]. In addition, the measurement of heart
rate variability with a smartband for determining stress level can improve wellbeing of people by
guiding them in selecting the appropriate neighborhoods for living in [6]. Depending on preferences
and needs of users, many of them prefer to wear the most comfortable and smallest wireless device.
They would usually choose a device that ideally does not produce dependencies; in other words,
a device that does not need to be cleaned frequently, barely needs to be charged electrically and is
difficult to be damaged.

In this context, the current proposal promotes the low frequency of charging. In particular,
this article proposes an approach for saving energy when safely warning a user about its heart rate
activity. The way of saving energy consists of predicting the hourly ranges in which the users have
a high heart rate. Then, the SB only will measure certain moments with normal frequency and at other
moments with low frequency. Normal frequency means that SB will measure every minute during
some established period of times and low frequency means that SB will measure each 10 min during
a period of time without any risk for the user. With less measure, the SB will measure a lower number
of times, and consequently it will save energy consumption. Estimating the heart rate allows for
notifying to a certain user when their pulsations are out of normal range—in other words, when they
may suffer a problem involved with their heart. In situations like myocardial infarction, tachycardia
or Epilepsy [7], one of the common symptoms is a high heart rate in resting state, and acting on time
may mean saving a life. Although heart rate is not the only factor to cover all heart diseases, it may be
a strong predictor of cardiovascular death in elderly men [8] and people with other types of features [9].
Prolonging the autonomy time of an SB through the energy saving on measurements causes user
dependencies on a wearable to decrease. In addition, the efficient use of energy allows the devices to
satisfy user demands. The information technologies (IT) play a fundamental role with an increasing
relevance on society. If we compare the current situation with 20 years ago, one can find a lot of devices
and computers in homes and companies. Thus, the impact on the environment each time is more
negative probably because of the generation and usage of IT equipment. The green computing does
not mean bringing back the epoch before digital revolution. It means being aware of the usage of
energy and devices that surround us. We are conscious about the benefits and opportunities that IT
offers, thus we bet for green computing through this paper because the IT by itself provides smart
solutions in order to reduce energy at home and production of goods and services. This reduction
contributes directly to reducing contaminant emissions of CO2 and, in this way, the current approach
fulfills the green computing goals.

The current work is organized as follows. The next section analyzes the related work highlighting
the gaps of the literature covered by the current approach. Section 3 describes the current green
computing approach for tracking and warning the users about heart rate activity. Section 4 describes
the experiments for validating the current approach, and Section 5 indicates and discusses the main
results. Section 6 mentions the conclusions and depicts some future research lines.

2. Related Work

The research community is actively involved in the topic being treated here; for instance, one can
find projects like [10] about testing security threats on a commercial smartband. In particular, their study
used an illegal device pairing attack, the fake wearable gateway attack and the insecure code based
attack. They observed that these attacks were able to actually intrude healthcare applications about
wearable sensors. Prettz et al. [11] presented an efficient and low-cost communication architecture for
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connecting smartbands. Their approach allowed one to perform N:M communications between several
smartbands and several devices. In their approach, they used several concentrators. Their purpose was
the continuous postoperative care of patients. Lee et al. [12] proposed a continuous Electrocardiogram
(ECG) monitoring with the principles of green computing. In particular, they used the low-consuming
Raspberry Pi board for managing and storing the information. This information was available
on a website in which the access was only granted for the corresponding authorized personnel.
Their approach had a low consumption. Iancu-Constantin et al. [13] proposed an e-health approach
for remote cardiac rehabilitation using several devices for measuring different features of body. It was
aimed at creating a way of communicating between a patient with heart disease and clinic personal
in order to ease the monitoring of patients. It collected features such a heart rate, oxygen saturation,
blood pressure and so on through an Android application. The approach achieved reducing economic
costs and improved patients’ quality of life, but it did not consider saving energy in communications.

In addition, Nandkishor et al. [14] exposed a very similar project to the one presented here.
The purpose was to monitor different physiological parameters of patients with heart diseases.
The monitoring was carried out through Body Area Network (BAN), and an Android smartphone.
Finally, if a parameter was out of a certain security range, the smartphone sent an alert, through
a text message or or an email, to the appropriate caregiver. The sensor that took information about
physiological parameters communicated with a smartphone through Bluetooth. The smartphone
stores information in a local server within a database. However, this approach did not keep energy
consumption in mind. In addition, they did not explicitly mention where the information was stored.
Due to this, it may be possible that their storage was not underpinned by a grand brand such as Google
(Mountain View, CA, USA) and it may present some compatibility and security problems.

Moreover, Hofer et al. [15] presented another complementary project. In general terms, they proposed
an interoperable personal health system. Basically, this system allowed monitoring patients with chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease. The system measured several features like heartbeats, skin temperature
and so on through a multi-sensor mechanism. The information was collected by a mobile device with
Android and then it was stored in a server. A feature to highlight is that this approach took security into
consideration because users’ data were kept safe with strong security measures. Nevertheless, this paper
did not consider saving energy consumption at any moment.

Furthermore, Rao et al. [16] showed e-SURAKSHAK, which was a novel cyber-physical healthcare
system with service oriented architecture. The authors developed their own monitoring system
that allowed measuring body temperature, heart rate, oxygen saturation level, and noninvasive
blood pressure measurement. They made each system component including from sensors to power
management. Their approach used end-to-end Internet connectivity provided by 6LoWPAN-based
wireless network that used the 802.15.4 radio and it was verified by qualified doctors. However,
it had several things lacking: (a) the system did not have any mechanism of storing information,
proving measurements in real time; (b) the battery supply power was approximately only 28 h;
and (c) the prototype was probably not very comfortable for being used by a patient, since their size
was 120 mm × 90 mm × 55 mm.

3. Green Communications in Smart Bands for Tracking Patients with Heart Diseases

Figure 1 shows the overview of the current approach. Basically, the project is composed of six
key elements, which are the activities made by a test subject, an SB, Google Fit (GF) Application
Programming Interface (API), the cloud, an app for consulting certain data, and data analysis. Most of
these of elements aim at giving access to user data. Due to the fact that we do not have direct access
to smart band data and neither do we have access to an official API of Sony, data are extracted in
a different way. When an SB is measuring, data are sent to the Google cloud. In order to access data,
Google API must be used, and, to manage it, an Android app must be implemented. Subsections of
this section will describe respectively most of these elements.
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Figure 1. Overall experiment.

Figure 2 depicted the flow diagram of the algorithm in order to save energy. More concretely,
it allows the reader to know how the predictions are calculated, so this way the SB will know when it
must measure with more frequency. It describes the training mechanism each week. The description of
Figure 2 follows. In the first step, the application compares, by each day, the average heart rate by hour
with a certain threshold (t). This threshold is calculated in Equation (1). If a measurement is greater
than the threshold, then we get a range with high risk. The next step consists of calculating threshold
training. It is a certain threshold that allows determining if a range has high risk and consequently be
measured with high frequency. Threshold training is equal to product between a certain ratio defined
by us (for this particular case it is 0.8) and the average value of maximum values of heart rate for each
week. The last step compares threshold training with heart rates in high risk ranges. If the comparison
is positive, we add the hours belonging to high risk range as prediction. The remainder of the diagram
depicts a cycling process that performs a comparison between remaining ranges, and determines if
the hour exists in our prediction in order to add it or not. The prediction is obtained, first for each
week and then as overlapping of all predictions by weeks. In summary, the algorithm calculates the
hour intervals of three training weeks, and estimates the prediction as the overlapping of all these
intervals. In the next week, it measures at high frequency the intervals estimated as risky, and with
low frequency the other intervals.

Our approach works if users have a regular routine, but everyone knows, in an empirical way,
that this is not always like that. Although a test subject is very disciplined and persistent with their
routine, he could have a problem in order to continue it or simply, he could change their days of
physical activity. Regardless of the reasons, if a test subject routine changes, risk hours could change
too. In order to make the current approach adaptive to the changes of routines, we propose that the
training continues with an slot of three weeks. In this way, the prediction of each week is estimated
from the three previous weeks. In real life, probabilities that a certain user changes their routine is
high and this is something that we must consider because otherwise the current approach would
not be properly monitoring the user. We propose an algorithm in order to recalculate user’s routines.
The flow diagram in order to recalculate routines is depicted in Figure 3. This is a proposal to face this
problem, and it will be further experimented in the future.

In the current approach, the SB is always measuring user’s heart rate, at least every each 10 min,
so the approach has enough data in order to know if the user’s routine is changing. In order to notice
the change, it will analyze data from the last three weeks. The analysis is the same that was used in
order to get hour ranges with risk for user. Once the ranges have been calculated, it determines if these
ranges exceed a certain threshold. If so, this range is added as a new prediction and it is marked with
a flag. The last process is iterative and finishes when all hours have been added. Finally, it removes
all unmarked hours, so that, in this way, we have an updated prediction. The recalculating process is
performed every new week.
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Figure 2. Algorithm for saving energy.

Figure 3. Diagram for recalculating user’s routines.
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3.1. Activities of Test Subject

The first step was to use a test subject in order to measure their heart rate in beats per minute
(bpm). The only inclusion criterion was that their normal routine included physical activity. Our test
person wore an SB and we measured their activity for more than three months. Our test person
received instructions about SB use—for instance, he could not take off SB unless it was necessary,
for example when charging the SB. The subject was informed about the experiment, and what he could
do about possible risks that smart band would produce, although these were minimal. About his
features, he is not a patient to any hospital, and he is not receiving any medical treatment or therapy.
He is 28 years old and is male. He has declared by written consent that he gave us the permission for
performing the presented experiment with him.

3.2. Smartband

In order to measure subject’s heart rate, we used the Sony Smartband 2 (Minato, Tokio, Japan).
This band contained a small sensor that measured heart rate and a bracelet in order to hold the sensor.
The sensor measured heart rate continuously reporting measurements every minute with an ideal
use. Ideal use means that the bracelet is perfectly suited to the wrist and the sensor is always clean.
The sensor sends to the device’s user all heart rate data; afterwards, the device sends data to the cloud
through connection to the Internet. It is not necessary that the sensor is always close to the device,
the sensor can store data and then, when the device is close and the Bluetooth connection is active,
it sends the data to the device. We decided to use this SB for several reasons such as its affordable
price and its compatibility with Google Fit (GF) API. Another reason was that this SB was waterproof.
In this way, water sports could also be tracked. In particular, in our experiments, the subject practiced
swimming, so the tracking of HR was also checked in water. The last reason was the amount of hours
of autonomy—Sony SB 2 has autonomy up to five days in normal mode and this amount is enough,
since it is possible to collect enough data. In addition, it only takes 30 min to charge the SB again.

3.3. Cloud

The main function of the Cloud is to store all data that the SB can provide. Besides the heart rate
and step count collected by the SB, other information might be collected such as height and weight,
and these additional data would be saved in cloud too. We cannot choose which data will be stored
because this decision is managed by SB and GF API. However, we can choose which data may be
downloaded, and, in this way, it is not necessary to download worthless data for our project.

3.4. The Google Fit API

Google Fit is a platform that allows developers to manage user fitness data effectively. These data
may be height, weight or in our case heart rate. Developers, on behalf of users, can record, store,
and read their fitness data from a repository in the Google Cloud. This management can be explained
with Figure 4.

The two key components to manage fitness data properly are the Cloud and the Android Fitness
APIs. In the previous section, we have already spoken about the Cloud. Android Fitness APIs are
part of Google Play Services, which come as part of the Android SDK. These APIs give one access to
fitness data from several different sources. The first source may be any app installed in the device,
or even developed by us. Another source may be any local sensor inside the device. The remaining
sources to get fitness data are from remote sources like any fitness app or sensor installed on any
other device or other wearable such an SBs or straps. When a datum is read by Android Fitness API,
it is always categorized in the same way. The Android Fitness API calls this categorization Data sources.
Data sources represent unique sensor data. They can expose raw data coming from hardware sensors
on local or companion devices. They contain data regarding the source, such as which hardware device
or application generated data. Due to this, it is possible to have multiple data sources for the same
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data type. For instance, one can measure heart rate from an SB in the wrist and also from a strap in
chest. The Android Fitness API is composed of six sub-APIs that allow one to read, write and delete
fitness data among other operations. These six sub-APIs are: Sensors API, Recording API, History
API, Sessions API, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) API and Config API. Each one of them has a function.
In this project, the most relevant APIs are History API and Sensor API. The former has allowed us
to extract information to analyze data for determining whether the current approach was possible.
The History API lets our application read, write and delete history data. It supports the batch import
of data from the fitness history. With History API, our application can have access to any fitness data
in past date and then these data can be managed and analyzed in different ways. The Sensor API
makes it possible to collect real-time information for warning users when necessary.

Figure 4. Google Fit.

3.5. The Android App

The main goal of the app is to know, for a certain date, which hourly ranges are classified as
risky. For these classifications, the app detected the ranges in which the heart rate exceeded a certain
threshold. This threshold is calculated as a weighted average between maximum value of heart rate
and minimum value of heart rate belonging to certain date. The weighted average calculation is shown
in the following equation:

t =
Rmax · 2

3
+

Rmin
3

, (1)

where t is the threshold, Rmax and Rmin are the maximum and minimum values of heart rate,
respectively. A weighted average is necessary because the purpose is only to detect the cases in
which the user will be at risk of a heart attack. If we had used a normal average (no weighted average),
it would not have been possible to detect many important situations (we would detect all situations
where the threshold would be above the average and would not necessarily represent a risk case).
Analyzing only cases with high risk (using weighted average) is important in order to save energy in
the measurement of heart rate and communications. This app requires user’s authorization before the
application can read or write any fitness sensor data. Hence, to get user authorization, it was necessary
to register the application in the Google developer console. We also used Google developer console
in order to indicate which Google APIs the app was going to use. The following steps summarize
this process:

• Create a project in console. It is not compulsory that the project name in the console matches the
project name on Integrated Development Environment (IDE) like Android Studio.

• Find and select Fitness API from the APIs and Auth console menu.
• Create a new client ID in Credential console menu. In order to create a new client ID, it is necessary

to write applications details, mark the application like an Android application, write the name of
application, provide the result of the SHA1 (Secure Hash Algorithm 1) for the signing certificate
and indicate the application package name from of manifest file.
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After finishing the registration in Google developer console, the user has to provide their
permissions. When the user launches the app for the first time, a pop-up window shows the required
permissions. Once the user gives their consent, the app can access the fitness data. The app architecture
is depicted in Figure 5. The app was developed for Android. MainActivity is an Android Activity
and shows the first screen of the application to users. The purpose of this class is to welcome users.
HeartRateByDay is an instance of Android activity and represents the core of the application. It allows
the app to query fitness data from a selected date using the History API.

Figure 5. Diagram of class.

The most important methods of the proposed app are explained below:

• showDateSelectorDialog(): shows a dialog window that allows the user to introduce a date
in order to get the greatest heart rate to date. Finally, with a selected date, it invokes the
readFromHistoryAPI() method.

• readFromHistoryAPI(): Using the selected date and data type like a parameters, this method
realizes queries in order to get the maximum value of heart rate, minimum value of heart rate
and all values of heart rates for a certain date. Finally, readBucketValues() is invoked in order to
manage the data. GF API has a hierarchy to order all the downloaded information. The hierarchy
model is based on a layers model, in which each layer received information from another layer
inside. In order to get the proper data through layers, it is necessary to follow the path depicted
in Figure 6. The data are received thanks to DataReadResult class. This class contains the other
classes (see Figure 6 from left to right) and it is possible to access information thanks to the
methods below. These methods help us to keep legibility of code.

• readBucketValues(): Inside DataReadResult, there is a list of objects of Bucket class. A bucket
represents a time interval in which data is computed. For example, a bucket can represent
a user’s average speed and average heart rate over each one-hour interval. In a similar way,
inside a Bucket object, there are a list of DataSet objects. A DataSet represents a fixed set of data
points in a data type’s stream from a particular data source. A data set usually represents data
at fixed time boundaries, and can be used both for batch data insertion and as a result of read
requests. Every DataSet is managed by readDataSetValues() method.

• readDataSetValues(): This method extracts from each DataSet a DataPoint object. DataPoint
represents a single data point in a data type’s stream from a particular data source. A data point
holds a value for each field, a timestamp and an optional start time. Lastly, each DataPoint has
access to values like maximum and minimum heart rates for a given date. As the app goes
through each DataPoint, it saves each average value of heart rate per hour in order to then obtain
a range of hours that exceed the average heart rate. At the same time, this method arranges all
data and provides tabulated data so that these can be easily analyzed afterwards.

• calculateThreshold(): Finally, when the flow reaches this method, all of the data have already
been downloaded, and consequently it is possible to calculate the threshold. Basically, this method
calculates the weighted average that was explained before, then it compares each heart rate value
with the threshold, and lastly it shows the information about ranges, regarding the heart rate
values. For better understanding, see Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Hierarchy of History Application Programming Intreface (API) Class.

Figure 7. Screenshot of Android app.

To summarize, the HeartRateByDay method() is the one that communicates with GF API and
shows all of the information about the heart rate of users for a certain day.

In Figure 6, one can observe all the application user interfaces (UIs) and at the same time how
a user would see the hourly ranges where their heart rate is high. At the top of figure, a button
can be seen, and its aim is to allow the user to select a date. Below this, the users can observe the
value of threshold calculated for the selected day in bold font. Following this, it can be seen hour
ranges with the highest values of heart rates for the selected day. From the middle of the figure to
the bottom, a list with complementary information can be appreciated. The first item of list always
shows the maximum value, the minimum value, and the average value of heart rate for the selected
day. Remaining items show each of the values that the SB has measured in the selected day.

4. Experimentation

This section shows how collected data were analyzed. The test subject used by this project has
been carrying an SB for three and a half months. The subject had two types of routines: a normal
routine and a physical activity routine. In a normal routine, the test subject does not make any physical
effort. Instead, he only does typical activities that any person can do such as walking, eating, studying,
working in an office and so on. Physical routine refers to when the participant subject practices any
sport with certain frequency.

Figure 8 depicts a graph that represents a normal routine of the participant subject. It shows all
of his heart rate measurement values on Monday, 7 May 2018. It can be seen that his heart rate is
practically constant between 12:00 a.m. and 8:00 a.m. because this period of time matches with his
sleeping period. In this period, the heart rate maintained between 60 bpm and 70 bpm with some
peaks that reached 71 or 72 bpm. The remaining measurement values belongs to a daily routine of the
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test subject, which includes walking, working, studying, eating something at certain hours, and so
on. The reader can notice that any remaining measure did not exceed 100 bpm. We want to highlight
this point because, in the next diagram, this part is different. Finally, according to the measurement
values, the maximum value of heart rate for this day was 93 bpm, and the minimum value of heart
rate was 49 bpm.

Figure 8. Heart rate in a normal day.

Figure 9 shows all the heart rates of the participant subject on Thursday, 3 May 2018. It can be
seen that their heart rate was constant at the beginning of the day with values not higher than 60 bpm,
very similar to the previous diagram. After 8:00 a.m., the heart rate reached values above 60 bpm,
and it maintained between 60 bpm and around 80 bpm. From 9:00 p.m., the heart rate started to reach
values between 100 bpm and 120 bpm since this period of time matches with physical activity period
of the participant subject. During this time, he practiced swimming, and it is normal that the subject’s
heart rate increased. Finally, one can observe that close to the end of the graph the heart rate decreased
slowly because the subject had stopped doing exercise and soon he would rest. Finally, according to
measures, the maximum value of heart rate for this day was 123 bpm, and the minimum value of heart
rate was 49 bpm.

Figure 9. Heart rate in a physical activity day.

As previously mentioned, the participant subject does exercise periodically; concretely, he does
exercise every Thursday. Figure 10 shows the heart rate taken on three different Thursdays.
Blue represents the heart rate taken on 19 April 2018, red represents the heart rate taken on 3 May 2018
and finally green represents the heart rate taken on 10 May 2018. It can be appreciated that these
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three days are very similar regarding heart rate. If we would measure another Thursday, probably we
would expect another diagram very similar to these. Due to this fact, it is possible to notice a certain
evolution pattern on the same days of the week but in different weeks. The pattern starts with values
between 60 bpm and 80 bpm at the beginning of the day, and continues with values between 70 bpm
and 100 bpm, when a participant subject is doing non-physical activities (work, study, family, etc.).
In the next stage, the heart rate reached values above 100 bpm and, finally, these amounts came back
to values between 80 bpm and 60 bpm. We chose these days because these were the ones with more
heart rate measurements, meaning that the SB failed fewer times while trying to measure the heart rate.
Hence, we needed to interpolate less data and the diagrams were more reliable. Regarding estimations,
in Figure 10, we have done a linear interpolation for estimating the missing data, which represented
9.02% of the data for day one, 4.17% for day two and 3.47% for day three. Reasons why the SB did not
measure well could be that their glass could be dirty, and the SB could be not properly suited to the
wrist very well or the SB could have any other underwater problem. Keeping this pattern in mind,
we will apply the current approach for estimating which hour ranges had the high heart rates, so these
time intervals could be further monitored.

Figure 10. Heart rate of three Thursdays.

Tables 1–3 expose all the information regarding heart rate belonging to test subjects. This heart
rate information was taken in three different weeks. The reader can notice that the days exposed
by Figure 10 match with these three weeks. These tables contain, per column and from left to right:
day of week which the heart rate was measured, maximum pulsation in current day, threshold which
is calculated like weighted average of each heart rate in a day. A column called ’Range:HR’ depicts risk
ranges detected at each date. Each range is formed by two elements divided by colon; the first element
indicates the risk hour interval and the other element depicts the value of the average heart rate for
this interval. The reader must realize that this value is always greater than threshold. The remaining
columns are the ‘Date’ that show which date that heart rate was measured and ‘Range with training
threshold’ that includes all risk hour intervals that will belong to prediction. The first step in order to
predict hour ranges is localized, which is the highest value of heart rate in every week. Then, average
of maximum pulsation is calculated. In addition, a ratio threshold is established in order to calculate
threshold training by multiplying the ratio threshold and the weighted average of maximum heart
rate per studied week. This threshold must not be confused with the one presented in Equation (1).
The result is the training threshold that indicates the limit of heart rate from which a certain heart rate
is considered as high risk. To sum up, the training threshold is defined with the following equation:

Tt = Max(p) · Rt, (2)
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where Tt is the training threshold, Max(p) is average of maximum values of heart rate in each week
and Rt is ratio threshold. Table 4 shows all the data previously described.

Once data are ordered, we establish the ranges when the SB must perform a measure. These ranges
are defined by performing calculations three columns into the ‘ranges with training threshold’ column
in Tables 1–3. Basically, each value in column ‘range with training threshold’ is compared. If the
value belonging to any range is higher than the training threshold, this range will appear in column
‘range with training threshold’. To ease reader’s comprehension, these ranges appears in column
‘prediction’ in Table 5. These calculations represent the training of the algorithm, and the obtained
ranges represent the estimations for the new week. We assess the quality of the current approach by
comparing the estimated intervals with the real ones in the validation phase, in which we will refer to
the corresponding week as the validation week. Thus, in this way, we can assess the accuracy of the
current approach. Table 5 presents another training week with the corresponding prediction. This table
is very similar to aforementioned tables. The only special attribute is the prediction column.

Table 1. Training week 1 from 16 to 22 April.

Day Maximum Pulsation Threshold Ranges: Date Range with
Heart Rate(HR) Training Threshold

Monday 121.00 99.33 - 16 April 2018 -

Tuesday 97.00 82.64
17–18:92.50

17 April 2018 -18–19:84.00
19–20:84.40

Wednesday 108.00 89.00 - 18 April 2018 -

Thursday 134.00 106.67 21–22:118.36 19 April 2018 21–22

Friday 108.00 89.00 20–21:92.80 20 April 2018 -23–0:96.00

Saturday 119.00 97.36
0–1:106.00

21 April 2018 0–1;2–31–2:99064
2–3:110.60

Sunday 117.00 97.67
16–17:102.00

22 April 2018 17–1817–18:107.64
20-21:100.00

Table 2. Training week 2 from 30 April to 6 May.

Day Maximum Pulsation Threshold Ranges:HR Date Range with Training Threshold

Monday 110.00 89.36 - 30 April 2018 -

Tuesday 107.00 88.67 - 01 May 2018 -

Wednesday 91.00 76.33

18–19:90

02 May 2018 -
19–20:81.64
20–21:81.16
21–22:83.64
22–23:80.86

Thursday 123.00 99.36 21–22:107.36 03 May 2018 21–2222–23:104.00

Friday 117.00 95.36

19–20:99.25

04 May 2018 -21–22:99.64
22–23:103.60

23–0:98.00

Saturday 114.00 95 0–1:103.50 05 May 2018 -1–2:102.36

Sunday 98.00 84 0–1:86.50 06 May 2018 -2–3:84.20
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Table 3. Training week 3 from 7 to 13 May.

Day Maximum Pulsation Threshold Ranges:HR Date Range with Training Threshold

Monday 93.00 78.36 16–17:78.64 07 May 2018 -21–22:79.20

Tuesday 97.00 81.33 22–23:88.4 08 May 2018 -

Wednesday 134.00 106.00 - 09 May 2018 -

Thursday 130.00 104.00 21–22:114.40 10 May 2018 21–22

Friday 109.00 89.00

18–19:89.36

11 May 2018 -19–20:95.80
20–21:93.25
23–0:89.36

Saturday 100.00 83.64 23–0:85.00 12 May 2018

Sunday 87.00 75.36

0–1:83.00

13 May 2018 -1–2:77.50
14–15:78.86
15–16:76.00

Table 4. Parameters for determining a threshold training.

Maximum Heart Rate
Average Maximum Ratio Threshold Threshold Training

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3

134.00 123.00 134.00 130.33 0.80 104.27

Table 5. Validation week from 28 May to 3 June.

Day Ranges Date Range with Training Threshold Prediction

Monday

16–17:86.37

28 May 2018 - -17–18:91
18–19:86.4
19–20:86.6

Tuesday

16–17:89.00

29 May 2018 - -17–18:94.00
18–19:89.65
19–20:89.86

Wednesday 17–18:87.20 30 May 2018 - -18–19:86.57

Thursday 21–22:113.00 31 May 2018 21–22 21–22

Friday 16–17:85.75 01 June 2018 - -

Saturday 11-12:86.80 02 June 2018 - 0–1
23–0:91.86 2–3

Sunday

12–13:113.50

03 June 2018

12–13

17–1813–14:126.36 13–14
15–16:120.5 15–16

17–18:114.36 17–18

In Table 5, values inside column ‘Range with training threshold’ have been calculated the same
way as in the similar previous tables. The reader can notice that hourly ranges with a high risk
of suffering any heart problem for validation week are: Thursday from 21 to 22, Sunday from 12
to 14, from 15 to 16 and from 17 to 18. One can also notice that it has predicted that, on Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday, the SB must not measure because these days the subject did not have
any risk. In the comparison, validation week confirms this situation—neither Monday, Tuesday or
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Wednesday, the subject did not have a risk of suffering a critical situation. The next day, Thursday,
it can be appreciated that the hourly range that needs special attention goes from 9:00 p.m. to
10:00 p.m. Thus, prediction column shows that the range that must be measured is exactly from 9:00
p.m. to 10:00 p.m. Thus far, this week has been perfectly predicted because the SB only has measured
at the right time, but, in the following days, it will not be like that. Friday is ignored because it is
the same case as Monday. On Saturday, according to the prediction, the SB must measure between
12:00 a.m. and 3:00 a.m. Nevertheless, the test subject was not at risk, and it saved energy. Last day,
Sunday is the most problematic day because the prediction and ranges do not match completely. In this
section, our prediction has not been completely accurate. Nevertheless, in general terms, our approach
is considered appropriate. To summarize, the reader must check the accuracy of the prediction
comparing ‘Range with training threshold’ and ‘Prediction’ column, if values of both columns match
totally, we achieve a prediction of 100%, and conversely we achieved a different accuracy.

Now, another validation case is going to be exposed. In this case, we keep the first and second
week identical and the third week goes from 4 June to 10 June, and it is presented in Table 6. In the
current case, Table 7 shows the necessary parameters in order to calculate threshold training for the
second validation, as in previous cases. The corresponding validation week is exposed in Table 8 and
goes from 7 May to 13 May. We have decided to use this week in order to assess how similar are the
results when performing the validation for two weeks.

With this second case, one can notice that the only case with risk for user belongs to Thursday from
9:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. The prediction made for this case considers this hour, thus user’s pulsations are
going to be measured more frequently in order to hold user warned about risk situations. Another topic
that the current case lets us see is that the prediction is not accurate enough. If the user keeps the
routine exposed on the aforementioned table, the energy would not be managed properly and it would
not save energy efficiently. The solution for this inconvenience is to recalculate prediction periodically.

Table 6. Training week 4 from 4 to 10 June.

Day Maximum Pulsation Threshold Ranges Date Range with Training Threshold

Monday 103.00 87.00 - 04 June 2018 -

Tuesday 90.00 76.64
16–17:83.40 05 June 2018

-17–18:83.50
18–19:81.50

Wednesday 89.00 76.64 16–17:77.20 06 June 2018 -17–18:82.00

Thursday 112.00 91.33 - 07 June 2018 -

Friday 101.00 84.36 20–21:92.25 08 June 2018 -22–23:92.50

Saturday 104.00 86.67 14–15:92 09 June 2018 -

Sunday 94.00 80.67 16–17:85.75 10 June 2018 -

Table 7. Parameters for determining a threshold training during second validation.

Maximum Heart Rate
Average Maximum Ratio Threshold Threshold Training

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3

134.00 123.00 112.00 123.00 0.80 98.40
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Table 8. Validation week 2 from 7 to 13 May.

Day Ranges Date Range with Training Threshold Prediction

Monday 16–17:78.64 07 May 2018 - -21–22:79.20

Tuesday 22–23:88.40 08 May 2018 - -

Wednesday - 09 May 2018 - -

Thursday 21–22:114.40 10 May 2018 21–22 21–22
22–23

Friday

18–19:89.36

11 May 2018 -

19–20
19–20:95.80 21–22
20–21:93.25 22–23
23–0:89.36 23–0

Saturday 23–0:85.00 12 May 2018 -
0–1
1–2
2–3

Sunday

0–1:83.00

13 May 2018 - 16–171–2:77.50
14–15:78.86 17–18
15–16:76.00 20–1

Before presenting the results on energy consumption, this article introduces Bluetooth’s energy
expenditure because this way the energy saving can be more easily understood. Nowadays, Bluetooth
4.0 is divided into the following three types:

• Classic Bluetooth: The typical Bluetooth based on previous protocols.
• Bluetooth high speed: A type of high speed Bluetooth based on WiFi.
• Bluetooth low energy: Also called Bluetooth Smart, focuses on consuming little energy. This variant

has been evolving with features focused on the Internet of Things.

Due to this classification, the energy that our approach spends depends on the Bluetooth
technology. For example, Bluetooth classic connection is not the same as Bluetooth low energy
connection. With the arrival of Internet of Things and the remaining devices connected, most devices
are connected through Bluetooth low energy, if using Bluetooth. The SB used in this paper is inside
this case. Keeping in mind that the energy consumption may vary between 0.01 Ws and 0.05 Ws [17],
we calculated which amount is spent by Bluetooth connection in a week. Sony SB 2 can send heart
rate measurements every minute; in other words, during one hour, SB has measured sixty times.
Therefore, in an hour, the SB has spent 1.8 Ws on average, in 24 h, it has spent 43.2 Ws and in seven
days, it has spent 302.4 Ws. The next section shows how this energy consumption can be reduced.

5. Results

In the view of the experiments followed in the proposed process, we can say that this way of
saving energy seems effective, but it is not yet known how much energy is saved. Figure 11 presents
theamount of energy savings from 7 May to 13 May. This graph shows energy consumption. On one
hand, it shows the energy consumption without any green communication strategy (red line). On the
other hand, it shows the energy consumption with our approach (blue line). In the control mechanism
used for comparison, the SB performs a measure each minute, it means 60 measures per hour. On the
other side, we use 0.03 Ws of average consumption with Bluetooth connection because [17] point us to
the fact that consumption varies between 0.01 Ws and 0.05 Ws. If the SB measures 60 times per hour,
we get that the daily consumption is 43.2 Ws, as can be seen in the diagram of Figure 11. In relation to
our proposal, the SB would be measuring user heart rate each 10 minutes per hour in ranges without
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risk because we cannot stop monitoring the user; nevertheless, at risk ranges, the SB must measure each
minute the same way as the last case. In order to know what amount of energy is saved, we calculated
energy expenditure per week with a normal use of SB, which is: 43.2 Ws × 7 days = 302.4 Ws
of energy, we calculated energy expenditure with our approach. In order to calculate the latter,
we consider the number of risk hours, which are 12, and remaining hours of the week, which are
156 h (24 h × 7 days − 12 risk hours) according to Table 8. Now, on this point, we calculated
the energy consumption: 156 h without risk × 0.03 Ws × 6 measures per hour = 28.08 Ws and
12 h with high risk × 0.03 Ws × 60 measures per hour = 21.6 Ws, The final result is 21.6 Ws + 28.08 Ws
= 49.68 Ws this week. When comparing both energy expenditures, a difference of 252.72 Ws of saving
can be appreciated. In particular, the energy consumption reduction was 83.57% in this case.

Figure 11. Energy consumption from 7 May to 13 May.

When analyzing the other case shown in Figure 12 and belonging to Table 5, it can be appreciated
that the energy consumption was similar to the aforementioned one. In this case, we analyzed
the week from 28 May to 3 June 2018. For this case, there were less risk hours, concretely 4 h,
performing the same previous calculations, and we obtained an energy consumption reduction of
87.85%. Finally, the average energy reduction was 85.71% when considering the mean of these cases.

Figure 12. Energy consumption from 28 May to 3 June.

Figure 13 shows the energy consumption by a certain day, in particular 13 May 2018. The data
can be consulted in Table 8. The graphic shows two types of consumptions. On the one hand,
it shows the consumption of the control mechanism (red line), which represents the consumption
of SB per day without any type of savings. It means that the SB measures 60 times per
hour. We simulated the consumption of Bluetooth connection with random fluctuations between
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0.01 Ws and 0.05 Ws inspired by the principles of simulating variations proposed in TABSAOND
(a technique for developing agent-based simulation apps and online tools with nondeterministic
decisions) [18], so, in this way, we can expose a more realistic consumption. The consumption
has been calculated as 24 h × 60 measurements × connection energy consumption. On the
other hand, the consumption made by our proposal is represented too (blue line) and was
calculated with this mentioned formula, for the risky intervals. At hours without risk,
the SB measures six times per hour, thus the consumption was calculated with the formula
number hours without risk × 6 measurements × connection energy consumption. The consumption with
risk hours was calculated with risk hours × 60 times × connection energy consumption. We cannot
give an exact figure of the amount of energy savings because the connection energy consumption
varies between 0.01 Ws and 0.05 Ws. Nevertheless, we can provide the maximum and minimum
amounts of saving energy. In the hypothetical case that the SB would measure for the whole day
with 0.05 Ws and without a strategy for saving energy, we would get a maximum expenditure of
0.05 Ws × 60 measurements × 24 h = 72 Ws. If we apply our approach in this case of maximum
energy consumption per connection, we obtain 15.3 Ws of maximum expenditure energy. It means
78.75% of saving energy. In the case of minimum expenditure of energy per connection, we obtain
14.4 Ws without the saving-energy strategy. Applying our approach, we get 3.06 Ws, which is a 78.75%
of energy consumption reduction. The energy reduction of these two cases coincides since the energy
reduction does not depend on the specific value of energy consumption per connection, as long as this
value is the same in all the compared cases.

Figure 13. Energy consumption on 13 May.

In this case, the energy consumption with our approach did not reach values exceeding 0.5 Ws
per hour except risk ranges where values reached up to 3 Ws approximately. In the control mechanism,
the consumption fluctuated and most of the time values were higher than with our approach. In order
to corroborate the savings in daily consumption, we have included Figure 14, which is similar but for
the day 11 May 2018. Data can be consulted in Table 8. On this case, one can observe similar features
to the ones of the aforementioned case, such as the remarkable amount of saved energy along day.
Finally, it is worth highlighting that this case has one risk hour more than Figure 13, and the energy
consumption was 74.99% for both minimum and maximum energy consumption per connection.
Keeping both cases in mind, the average saving-energy percentage was 76.87% per day.
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Figure 14. Energy consumption on 11 May.

In order to validate the current approach, we have further experienced it with a data set from
a public repository (Physionet), which is a collection of data from users with relation in cardiac
topics [19]. Due to a huge amount of files found in Physionet, we have automatized the way of
extracting data to do it faster. The data about users are downloaded by means of the add-on of Google
Chrome called ’Download’em all’. In this way, we downloaded all files that contain all features
measured of a user, with heart rate among these. Then, with a Linux console and the ‘grep’ command,
all heart rates have been extracted from files in order to be analyzed. To increase the reliability of
our study, the approach was tested 20 times. This means with 20 users from the data set. Due to the
repository only having a few days of information, the test was slightly modified. For this case, we are
going to validate days instead of weeks as a consequence of the data availability with a few consecutive
days from repository. Now, one day is used for establishing risk intervals in the training phase and the
other day was used for validation. The way of analyzing data was similar to the aforementioned step.
For each user, the first step was to establish a threshold. Then, we calculated a weighted average of
maximum and minimum heart rate of the analyzed day. Due to the validation being per days instead
of per weeks, we establish the maximum heart rate per hour of day, and if this heart rate was greater
than threshold, the hour interval was marked as a risk hour (similarly to risky ranges). Once all hours
were detected, the next step was to validate hours with the next day. At the validation phase, the hours
marked like risk hours are verified if matched with risk hour on the validation day. In the affirmative
case, a success was counted, and otherwise a fail was counted. In this way, accuracy percentage was
calculated in relation to our approach for 20 users. Tables 9 and 10 illustrate the accuracy percentage of
each user. The average accuracy of our approach was 63.04% with a standard deviation of 17.36%.

Table 9. Test with 20 users—Part I.

User 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Accuracy (%) 62.50 70.83 35.29 62.50 70.00 95.00 70.00 52.63 73.68 42.10

Table 10. Test with 20 users—Part II.

User 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Accuracy (%) 50.00 84.21 70.83 61.53 58.33 42.10 61.90 95.65 68.42 33.33

The individual accuracy results showed a high variability. For instance, some users obtained very
high accuracies (e.g., users 6 and 18 with accuracies of 95% or above) while other users obtained low
accuracies (e.g., users 3, 10, 16 and 20 with accuracies of 42% or below). It is worth highlighting the
relation between obtained accuracies and the analyzed data. Both training and validation phases were
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relatively short for each user, since, for each phase, we only used data from one day due to the available
data of the used public repository. Thus, the whole experimentation concerning the 20 users was
representative, but the individual accuracies for each user were not so representative. Thus, the nature
of the used public data produced a high variability of accuracies for each user, and consequently
some users had better results than others. In addition, the idiosyncrasy of each individual could have
contributed to this variability. Furthermore, the data analyzed respectively by training and validation
phases belonged to contiguous days. Hence, the validation phase used data from a day of the week
different from the day of the week used for the training. For example, for a particular user, the training
could have used data from Sunday, the validation could have been performed on Monday, and the
user could have completely different routines in these two days of the week.

6. Conclusions

The current work has presented a mechanism for keeping track of the heart rate of users
focusing on the time intervals of high risk with green computing. In particular, it efficiently uses the
communications for reducing the energy consumption. We achieved reducing the average frequency
of measurements made by an SB. This reduction did not significantly affect the SB functionality
quality for this purpose, and the user will keep safe concerning heart problems that can be detected
with high heart rates. More concretely, it shows that people with particular routines have periods of
times where heart rate is higher than normal. Thanks to the applied green computing approach, the
smart band was able to reduce the frequency of measurements by learning the routines of the user.
Compared to a normal use of SB, our approach achieved 85.71% of energy consumption reduction.
According to daily analysis, the maximum and minimum amount of consumption without any strategy
for saving energy was 72 Ws and 14.4 Ws, respectively, and our approach achieved an average energy
consumption reduction of 76.87% in these cases. In addition, in the experimentation performed with
data of 20 people from a public repository, we obtained an average prediction accuracy of 63.04%.

As future work, we plan to increase the scope of the current approach to the measurement of
other health indicators, such as heart rate variability or any other factor that can be measured by
wearables. In this way, the time of autonomy can be increased on wearable devices. In addition,
we will continue working with Google technologies because, through this paper, we have noticed
that Google Fit API works with a wide range of devices. In particular, we will develop a plugin of
FAMAP (a framework for developing m-Health apps) [20] for analyzing data from wearable devices
with green computing, based on the findings and software of the current work. Thus, we will keep the
security standards that apply to programs with Google technologies. Furthermore, we will analyze
other similar projects to improve the features of this plugin, by implementing some detected missing
functionalities. When we reach a high amount of health indicators, we will implement body area
networks (BANs). These BANs will be interconnected with each other by means of BodyCloud [21],
since it is a well-known cloud-assisted platform for m-Health applications based on wearable sensors
and uses Google technologies like in the current approach.
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